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PART I--

RESEARCH NOTES

Soil was prepared by mixing
equal parts of sand, silt and
regular soil. This mixture was
then divided into layers, watered

between every two layers, the top layer being most heavily watered, and left
standingfor 3 days. Captan at the rate of 100 grams per one cubic meter was
next mixed with the soil. Flats 30 x 40 cm were filledwith this mixture.
Tomato seedlings 12 days oldweretransplantedintothe flats. Three plants of
each of 16 varietieswere tested in each flat and Anahu, a nematode resistant
variety, was included in each flat for comparison. The experiment was replicated
four times. One complete replicate did not receive any inoculum and served as a
control. The inoculumwas obtainedfrom old susceptible tomato roots infected
with nematodes (Meloidogyne sp.) and collected from different infested areas in
the United Arab Republic. The galled roots were thoroughly washed with water and
soaked in 0.1 per cent murcuric chloride solution. The roots were macerated,
mixed with water and blended in a blender for three minutes. One liter of the

blended material that contained approximately 30 grams of galls was added to
each flat and mixed with the soil. After 35 days plants were carefully. washed
and the number of galls per root system was counted. The percentage of increase
in the fresh weight of the infected tomato roots was determined in another
experiment. It was possible to test 80 varieties and group them into highly
susceptible, susceptible and tolerant.

Abdel-Al, Zidan E., and A. A. Hassan
Modified techniques to test tomato
varieties for nematode resistance.

The counting technique can be used to screen many varieties in a relatively
short time considering that space, seeds and inoculum are limiting. If space
and inoculum are not limiting, the percentage of increase in the weight of the
infected roots can also be used. The reduction of yields should not be over-
looked by the breeder during screeningfor resistance. It appearedthat
Fusarium-resistant and sraall-rooted tomato varieties tolerated the nematode

infection.

Ayers, J. E., and M. L. Tomes
The effect of u u and ug ug
on pigment content. - -

The chlorophyll content of green
tomato fruits was analyzed to
examine the effect of two uniform

ripening genes, u and ug. In the
cross Tecumseh (++) x Eastern States 24 (~~), the parents, Fils and eachF2
class were sampled fromthe 1964 field. The + phenotype contained significantly
more chlorophyll a and b than the u phenotype in the parental lines and also in
the F2 with one exception (Table 1). Although the deviation was in the same
direction, chlorophyll ~did not deviate significantly in the F2. Differences
in total chlorpphyll content were significant in all cases.

-- - -- --



a Means and standard deviations. Fruit were standardized by size.

The parents and the F2 of the cross KC 146 (ug ug) x E.S. 24 (~~) were
grown to study the effects of both genes in a single population. The chlorophyll
content of KC 146 (ug ug) was higher than Tecumseh (++), but not significantly.
KC 146 contained significantly more chlorophyll than E.S. 24. The F2 classes
were not analyzed for chlorophyll content, since the ug ug parent did not deviate
significantly from normal. The F2 was classified in the field according to
descriptions given by Reynard (roc 2:7. 1952; roc 10:28. 1960). From 181 F2
plants, a segregation of 93:47:41 was obtained. If u u ug ug is like u u in
phenotype (TGC2:7. 1952), these data fit a 9:4:3 ratIo:- - - -

Observations of normal (green base) and uniform-ripening lines have suggested
that there may be less color in ripe fruits of uniform-ripening types. Whole
fruits and homogenates were analyzed with a Hunter Color and Color Difference
Meter (Table 2). There were no significant differences between the a/b ratios.
Certain L values differed significantly and some trends were noted. The L value
measures the amO1.mt of lightness or darkness. If the uniform-ripening fruit is
lighter (has less color) it should give a higher value. This was the trend in
all but one case, although only a few reached significance. Tecumseh (++) and
E.S. 24 (u \1) differed significantly in the homogenate and external fruit
measurements and KC 146 (ug ug) and Tecumseh (++) differed significantly in
external fruit color. TheKC146 homogenate did give an L value below that of
Tecumseh, but this was the only exception in the trend noted.

There is a correlation between the amount of chlorophyll and carotenoids
produced in certain tomato mutants. Ripe fruits of uniform-ripening and normal
tomatoes are being analyzed quantitatively to determine whether these types
differ in quantity of carotenoids as well as chlorophyll. Such a result would
explain the difference in L values.

--
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Table 2. Hunter Color and Color Difference values for mature fruit.a

Boynton, J. E., and C. M. Rick
Linkage tests with mutants of

Stubbe's groups I, II, III, and IV.

Significant indications of linkage were
obtained for ten additional mutants of

the Stubbe series. Since the same

procedures were used as those in the

previous reports, they need not be detailed here. In the first table, linkages

are signified by L, suggested but non-significant indications by S, and no
significant departures from random recombination by X. Data in the second table

are given only for segregations that deviated significantly from random
recombination; data for other segregations are available on request.

The assignment of chromosomes to each of these ten mutants is unequivocal

except for Cri, which seems to show linkage with genes of chromosomes 1 and 3.

The tests with au and pr show very marked and consistent departures from

randomness, and-the same holds for tests with rv, sy, and con" the latter having
been affiliated with chromosome 3 by its association with dive The evidence for

a locus on chromosome 1 is contradicted, however, by random recombination between
Cri and y, y being very tightly linked to au. Although this argument is not very

compelling,-it leads us to suspect that Crr-lies on 3, not 1. Further tests with

the good markers available for both chromosomes should clear up this problem.

Linkage values were computed from the ratio of + t/+ + classes.

The addition of marIn and pum to chromosome 9 provides the first three-point

framework for that group. The estimated distances between them and ah suggest

the order: all - pum. - marm, which is confirmed by the recovery of two + pum

marIn but no all + iii8.Iinrecombinants in an F2 of 204 plants from the cross ah-pum
X"IIiarm.The8nutant rela is located on the same chromosome, but the test with
all alone cannot permit a localization.

Linkages of gs \vith ig and not were reported previously by Kerr (roc
11: 14 ). The new informationin our-material is the hookup which both mutants

provide of La to chromosome 1. The order indicated by our data is La - 8 -

not - 23 - Ig5.

External Homogenate
a/b L value a/b L value

Parents
Tec 2. 098:!:.128 33.43O.81 2.139:!:.134 26.49to.58
ES 24 2.060:!:.085 35. 51:!:0.76 2.065:!:.058 27. 99:!:1.13

Fl 2.151:!:.155 33. 33"to.80 2. 196:!:.101 26.6T0.94
F2

33. 83:!:O.11 2.180.101Normal 2. 036:!:.140 27. 25:!:1.01
Uniform (u ) 2.111:. 071 34.310.44 2.115:!:.011 21. 49:!:1.16

KC 146 2. 060:!:.091 34. 3B:!:0.98 2. 052:!:.144 25. 50:!:0.96
F2

34. 22:!:1.92 2.134:!:.129Normal 2.103:!:.519 26.83:!:0.91
Uniform (u) 2.1211.156 34. 57:!:0.98 2.105:!:.141 26.850.86
Uniform (ug)2.180:!:.139 34.82:!:1.19 2. 2l3:!:. 918 21. 25:!:0.92

a Means and standard deviations.
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The linkages between ru and markers of chromosome 3 place it between sy
and sf, probably in the vicinity of rv. In the ru-rv tests, under conditions
(field culture in one test) excellentfor classification, it is very doubtf'ul
whether any bona fide recombinants appeared. Since linkage between rv and
either r or wf is lalmm to be weak or non-existent, it follows that the rv-sf
section-must lie on the other side of sy from r. The linkage between sf-aItr vit
is also tight. The two recombinants, about whIch some doubt exists, were found
in a three-point test, sy-sf x vit, and since neither were homozygous for sy,
the order sy - vit - sfis suggested. -

~

The locus of vf is fairly well approximated on chromosome 6 by its distances
from c and yv, despite the very small populations. The order c - 17 - vf - 30- yv Is reasonably consistent with known map distances and the-fact thatin the
F2t£.-yv x vf) !:..-vf and vf-yv, but no !:..-vf-yv, recombinants were found.

"I

Chromosome Tester conI

2

3

4

5

6

aul
inv
Jau
per
pr
y

ml
dl
aw
Wom
wv

div

rl
rv
sf
sy
wf
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di
e
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f'ul
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me
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c

x

x
X

S
X
X

L
S

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

S
X

X
X
X
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X
L
X
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X
X

X

X
X
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S
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- ~~ --- -- --

Stubbe Stubbe Stubbe Stubbe
I II III IV

Chromosome Tester con1 marm pum igl not rela ru vit Cri vf- - - - - - - -
7 La L L X X X X X

195 X X X L X X X S X

8 11 X X S X X X X X X X -----

bu X X
d.l X X X X X X X X X X

9 all X L L X X L X X X X
wd L

10 ag X X X X S X X X X
H X X X X S X X X X

11 a1 X X X X X X X X X
h1 X X X X X X X X X

Linkage data for genes of Dr. Stubbe's groups I, II, III, and IV

Adj. cont.
Combination + + + t m+ mt chi-square Co.- - - - -
con1-div 507 236 227 17 57.9 26.0

marro-all 502 256 180 48 12.7 41.0
109 42 48 5 6.47 32.0

marm-wd 127 58 42 3 10.09 25.5
199 74 62 10 4.65 38.5

pum-ah 101 57 32 0 14.8 0
429 188 214 0 82.5 0
154 3 3 43 165.0 3.0

'pum-marm 112 46 39 7 2.9 38.5

igl-La 22 76 20 9 19.8 30.0
85 503 122 11 312.7 23.0

not-La 7 102 37 10 81.2 9.0
17 186 108 13 205.9 7.0

not-1g5 121 65 41 9 15.7 37.0
308 127 102 4 28.6 18.0
78 31 53 2 12.5 22.0
462 222 232 12 70.9 24.0

rela-ah 77 53 69 5 25.2 21.5
228 133 123 15 31.0 29.0
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Combination

ru-sy

1965

+ +

97
229
175
158

ru-rv 219
Rogued to -->

vit-sf

Cri-aul

Cri-pr

Cri-rv

Cri-sy

Cri-conl

vf-c

vf-yv

121
398
108
169

228
50
97

69

46
104

62
281

51
36

143

165

+ t-
37

103
82
61

74
54

42
163
43
78

194
53
87

46

40
58

69
133

57
25

62

40

Butler. L. The effect of coupling
and repul~ion on linkage values
when Woo1y is segregating

m+

26
101
61
78

81
60

35
47
35
51

398
134
204

96

97
198

153
305

73
62

38

37

mt

1
3
1
2

(4 ? )

(2 ? )

0

(2 ? )
a
0

59
17
18

18

1
4

31
37

9
7

1

2

Adj. cont.

chi-sg,uare

6.03
32.6
22.3
21.1

15.7
15.0

9.9
13.0
11.4
20.2

1153.8
47.6
78.5

15.5

52.14
70.4

43.7
161.9

34.1
15.0

11.7

3.8
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Co.

22.0
17.5
13.0
17.5

0 (257)
0 (18?)

"

0

0 (21.5? \

0
0

32.0
27.0
29~0

33.0

32.0
31.0

28.0
44.0

28.0
36.0

17.0

30.0

Enough data have now been
accl.mlulated to demonstrate that
recombination values are the same

for both coupling and repulsion
phases for most tomato genes. The genotype Wo Wo is lethal and therefore

modifies the digenic ratios. With no linkage-the 9:3:3:1 ratio becomes 6:2:3:1;

the two middle classes are no longer equal. When linkage is involved, this
inequality moves in opposite directions; the coupling phase moves towards
equality while the repulsion phase moves in the other direction. Thus this

inequality becomes a measure of linkage intensity, as can be seen from the
three sets of data below.

Gene pair Wo +

Wo d1 6542
7816

1111
844

1966
1525

Wo di1

Wo Me

Wo m

1817
2027

.. 146

59

226
67

3097
2815

517
71

910
56

+ +

238
2198

44
402

12
685

+m Total

11,694
14,856

1,818
1,376

3,110
2,333

Linkage

32.3%
35.2%

20.0%
8.9%

5.~
4.9%

Phase

repulsion
coupling

repulsion
coupling

repulsion
coupling
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Most recombination values are obtained by the product moment method, but
if this method were applied to the repulsion values given here, it would give
43.7 and 22.4 instead of 20 and 5. The proportional relationship of the four
phenotypic classes can be best illustrated by the equations below.

Use of these formulae would give the following expected ratios for Wo dil and
Wo Me.--
w0 dil repulsion

coupling

1154:58:604:2 for 10% and 1023:194:583:18 for 20%

873:44:47:412 for 10%

19'{5:98:1030:25 for 5%

1482:73:79:699 for 5%

Wo Me repulsion

coupling

Butler, 1. Tomato varieties and the
Itpureline" theory.

Most plant breeders are so aware

of the "pure line" theory of
Johannsen, that they expect their

varieties to become homozygous after a few generations of self'ing and selection.

Theoretically, ten generations of selfing would product 99% homozygosity if
their were ten genes segregating or 90% homozygosity in the case of a wide

cross in which there were as many as 100 genes segregating in the first
generation. From this theory one would expect old established varieties such

as John Baer to be almost 100% homozygous. This theory, however, neglects the

effects of mutation. vlhile mutation is usually a relatively rare event, say 1
in 100,000 plants for any single gene, if one postulates that there are at

least 100 different genes involved in production traits, then one of these genes
Ivould be expected to mutate in 1,000 plants. Therefore, 3-10 plants in an acre
of any "pure" variety would be expected to contain a mutant for at least one of

these quantitative genes. Recent data derived from inbred lines of Drosophila
indicate that the mutation rate for genes affecting quantitative characters is
much higher than that for other genes. It could be that in successful self-
fertilized species of plants, the mutation rate is such that it maintains some

heterozygosity of polygenes.

Chmiele,vski,T. M. It has been reported (TGC 13:10-11)
1. minutum contains the gene B. that the wild species 1. minutum
- - carries a dominant factor which,

after introduction into~. esculentum, results in an increasing concentration of
beta-carotene in fruits.

A selected orange-fruited plant, 1.95/1, which contained 3,16 mg of beta-

carotene per 100 g fresh weight, was crossed with the varieties Summerdown,
Fireball and Quebec 309 with the goal of transferring high beta-carotene level

to commercial-type tomatoes. All three varieties are ~+ and sp. Fl's were then
backcrossed to respective varieties. The results of segregation of the genes
B and sp in BCl are presented below.

Coupling Repulsion

Wo + 1/2 (1 - p + p2) 1/2 (1 - p + p2)
Wo m 1/2 (p - p2) 1/2 (p - p2)
+ + 1/4 (2p - p2) 1/4 (1 - p2)
+ m 1/4 (1 - p)2 1/4 p2
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~ Co.

,

0,12

These results indicate that tne factor for orange fruit color derived from
L. minutum is closely linked to the sp+ gene on chromosome6. Both position and
phenotypic expression allow one to conclude that it is either the B gene or a
very similarallele. -

The gene B was originally extracted from L. hirsutum, and it has subsequently
been found in both L. esculentum var. minor and L. pimpinellifolium from the

GalApagos (Rick, 1956. Am. J. Bot. 43:687-696) and in L. minutum (present note).
The presence of factors increasing concentration of beta-carotene was also found

in L. chilense (Lesley and Lesley, 1943. J. Hered. 34:199-205), L. peruvianum

(Lesley and Lesley, 1947. J. Hered. 38:245-251) and in L. glandulosum (Soost,

roc 6: 29)* . It seems possible that the gene B occurs in-all species of the genus
Lycopersicon and that only a part of L. esculentum (excepting var. minor) and a

part of L. pimpinellifolium '(excepting the Gala:pagos form) are exceptions in

having the allele ~+. ..-

*Cited by permission.

Despite the large number of tomato

mutants whose linkage relationships

are now established, relatively few
genetic stocks are available in which a single chromosome is reasonably well

marked throughout most of its known length. Desiring such stocks for single

chromosome transfer purposes, I have foun~ it ,necessary to synthesize several.

For chromosome 2 the stock developed is !-bk-Wan-~-~-E.~. The mutants ~ or
dv were not added because, in combination, particularly with dl and s, they so

strongly reduced growth rate and/or fertility as to make the stock uSeless. The

chromosome 10 stock is pe-lgl-~-!!-!2-!-ag. Seeds of these are now available in
limited quantities to interested parties.

Clayberg, C. D. Multiple marker
stocks for chromosomes 2 and 10.

Clayberg, C. D. Following Pratt's report (mc
A linked seedling marker for ms15' 8:25-26) of possible close linkage

of !! with ms5 and ms'5' a .

preliminary test was made in which F2 progenies from the crosses of ms x aw~-

~ were rogued to aw~+, a modification of his procedure. The results for ms5

indicated that it is not closely linked with!!. On the other hand, no ms15
segregants were observed among 50 !!.-~+ plants. Consequently, a full F2 was
grown. Most ~ segregants failed to flower, however. When the cross was repeated

with an !!-~ stock lacking ~, the following F2 progeny resulted:

aw ms15 dl

0

+++ "aw + dl

95

+ ms15 +

101

++dl

18

aw ms15 +

0

+ ms15 dl

1

aw ++

174 24

+ + sp + + B sp B Total

Summerdown x Fl 0 466 426 1 893
Fireball x F'J. 3 731 680 0 1414

Quebec 309 x Fl 0 443 406 0 849

Total 3 1640 1512 1 3156
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Product moment linkage calculations from this data give for ms15-!L a repulsion
value of 9.21 "!:3.28 map units and for aw-~ a coupling value of 10.47 "!:1.08.
Hence the apparent gene order is ~ - 1.3 - ms15 - 9.2 -~. But the usual
linkage distance of 25 map units for the aw-~ interval, as compared with the
10.5 units obtained here, indicates that the actual aw-ms'5 distance is probably
a little more than 1.3 units, apart from the range shown by the confidence
limits. Even so, it is clear that aw is sufficiently close to ~5 to serve
as an excellent seedling marker in facilitating transfer of ms'5 into parents
of Fl hybrid tomatoes. Seeds have been collected from all ~ segregants and
will be progeny tested to isolate any ~-ms15 recombinant.

A research note by Ito and Currence
in TGC 14 suggested that percentage
of crossover between c and rod in
chromosome 6 might vary in different

genetic backgrounds. A range from 11 to 25~ was noted from 10 different Fl
plants when crossed with the same ~ rod plant. BC2 progenies of the two highest
and the two lowest plants in Bel have now been compared. Four +c +rod plants of
Bel in each line were crossed with a ~ rod plant in the selfed progeny of the
recessive parent. The 8 populations from the two low Bel plants ranged from
11 to l7~ crossovers with a mean of 15~. The 8 from the two high gave a range
from 11 to 2CY/owith a mean of 14. 7~. Eleven additional Fl plants were also
tested individually. These Bel populations ranged in size from 86 to 250. The
percentage of crossing over varied from 12 to 19, and with 11 populations
combined, the crossing over was l5.~. Chi-square heterogeneity tests applied
to all families show no significant deviations from the overall total. The
variable percentages formerly noted in the material probably were not of a
genetic nature.

Currence t T. M. t and James Shumaker
A further note on variable crossing
over between c and rod.

Darby, L. A.
The 'Baby Lea' syndrome.

The compact-habit character which
is the distinguishing feature of
the variety 'Baby Lea' has been

back-crossed into 15 English tomato varieties. In the course of this work it
has become apparent that several characters remain completely linked and that
the whole syndrome behaves as though controlled by a single simply-inherited
recessive a.J,.lele. Phenotypes with the 'Baby Lea' syndrome have the following
characteristics: small flinty seeds of a pale straw colour, quick germination
(1 day earlier than wild type), green seedling stem, compact habit in all its
manifestations (restricted root, short internodes, short leaves, tight trusses),
early maturity. Fruit size does not appear to be affected.

The expression of the compact-habit character is markedly influenced by the
genetic background in which the "gene" is operating. For example, compact habit
has been"incorporated in the varieties 'E.S.5' and 'Moneymaker' to give 'Minifi'
and 'Minimonk'. 'E.S.5' is much more vigorous than 'Moneyniaker', and this
difference is readily seen in the two compact habit varieties.

------

With the completion of the backcross programmes it should now be possible
to make further accurate comparisons between wild type and genotypes with the
'Baby Lea' syndrome. It is also hoped to allocate the "gene1l to a linkage group

and to ascertain if any chromosome structural changes are associated with it.
bls is suggested as a convenient symbol.

----
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The production of the MINI series means that many pre-existing varieties and
Fl hybrids are now available with either their original vigorous tall spreading
habit or with the new compact habit. The tomato grower is therefore more able to
match the plant's genotype with his cultural conditions and growing methods.
Compact-habit varieties are suited for use as heated glasshouse crops and should
be planted in steam-sterilized soil. They are not suitable for outdoor or cold- .-

house production; varieties with tall spreading habit are better adapted to these
conditions.

Many of the known mutants which
influence fruit colour are being
backcrossed into 2 English tomato

varieties. They are 'Potentate', which has large fruit and is very prone to
blotchy ripening, and 'Ailsa Craig', a small-fruited variety, which is relatively
free from blotch though it is often affected by greenback. Initially, the mutant
alleles are being incorporated in separate lines of each variety, but as each of
these pedigrees is completed, they are being combined in pairs. It is hoped to
have them ultimately in all possible combinations in the genetic backgroUnds of
the two varieties.

Darby, L. A.
Fruit pigmentation.

There are several .ways in which this material might be exploited:

1) Further information should be obtained on the interactions of fruit
pigment genes.

2) By having each allele in the same genetic background, the material will
be very suitable for further studies of the fruit pigment system, especially at
the quantitative level.

3) The varieties may have enhanced commercial value when available with
the different alleles. Two new varieties, 'Potella' and 'Craigella', are the
end-products of the pedigrees involving the uniform-ripening allele which
eliminates. greenback.

Green-stripe incorporated in 'Ailsa Graig' serves as a very usef'ul trademark
for this variety, which has excellent flavour potential. The new variety is
being testeq under the name 'Tiger Tom'.

4) A study of the direct effects of the alleles, when in isogenic lines,
on the amount of blotchy ripening- might assist in the elucidation of this problem.

5) It may be possible, by combining the various alleles, to create a new
genotype which, whilst ultimately giving red fruit, would produce its pigments
via a different biochemical system. Such a system might be less affected by the
environmental quirks which give blotch troubles in fruit with the present
biochemical system. .

6) Genotypes with high pigment alleles might photosynthesize more
efficiently in low light or CO2-enriched environments. .

Darby, L. A. * .. Very many mutant alleles have now
TUGBOor OPTIL '1 been identified in the tomato, but- accurate studies of their effects

are sometimes difficult to make, especially when quantitative characters are

- - - --
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involved. Such work is often hindered by the fact that the alleles being compared
are operating in different genetic backgrounds. It is suggested that a collective
effort be made by TGC members to rectify this situation.

A practical method would be to choose two contrasting well-established
commercial varieties, e.g., a large-fruited American variety and a small-fruited
Northwest European variety, and to invite TGC members to transfer different

alleles into these varieties using the backcross method. Four backcrosses after

the Fl give 97% resemblance of the recurrent parent. If fifty workers each handle

five alleles, it should be possible in four or five years to have isogenic lines
of two hundred and fifty alleles in two contrasting genetic backgrounds.

'~------

This project would provide unequaled material for geneticist, plant breeder,
biochemist, physiologist and horticulturalist. Together with our existing

knowledge of its genotype, and the very valuable information coming from the
linkage group investigators, this would establish tomato in its rightful position
as the premier higher plant for biological research.

As a start, my colleagues and I hope within the next twelve months to have

a total of twenty alleles in isogenic lines of 'Ailsa Craig " a small-fruited
English variety.

*TUGBO - Tomato Uniform Genetic Background Organization.

OPTIL - Organization for the Production of Tomato Isogenic Lines.

El Sayed, Mohamed N. K., H. T. Erickso~,
and E. C. Stevenson Inheritance of
trnnato fruit firnmess.

Progenies of three crosses, involving
three different firm-fruited and

three different soft-fruited varieties,
were studied to gather additional

inforTIation on the inheritance of whole-fruit firmness. The Firm-O-Meter was

used for objective firmness readings. All fruits were scored after seven days

of storage under controlled conditions following harvest at the "turning" stage.

In all three crosses the Fl was no different from the soft parent, whereas
both were significantly different from the firm parent (Table 1).

Table 1. Mean differences of parents and Fl's for fruit firmness.

Parents and FI's Firmness Means*

Eastern States 24
Tecurnseh
Fl

Roma
V. R. Moscow

7.76
9.65

19.86

6.61
10. 18

/9.57

7.41
9.90

1
9.58

Fl

High Pigment
Red Cloud

Fl

*No significant difference among values connected by vertical line.
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The F2 distribution for each cross was skewed toward the soft parent mean.
The nature of the distributions suggested a single major gene, with possible
modifiers, firm fruits being recessive. Backcross data of V. R. Moscow x Roma Fl
crossed to each parent supported this possibility. The backcross to the soft
parent (V. R. Moscow) gave all soft progeny, whereas a bimodal distribution
occurred in the backcross to the firm parent (Roma) (Table 2).

Firmness data were correlated with pectic substances in the fruit, especially
the proto-pectin fraction. Firmness was essentially independent of locule number.

Erickson, H. T. "Open-locule" in
tomato varieties grown in Brazil.

The tomato fruit defo:r.roity often
referred to as lIopen-locule'l has
been associated with boron deficiency

in the soil. A varietal planting at Vi~osa, Minas Gerais, Brazil in 1960 was
notable for the high incidence of this disorder among several varieties
originating in the United States. The local variety, Santa Cruz, was virtually
unaffected (Table 1). .

Table 1. Incidence of 110pen-locule" in several tomato varieties and one Fl hybrid.

Subsequent plantings of these varieties reacted in a similar manner, some
varieties being severely affected, others only moderately so. The local variety
was always virtually. immune. As indicated in the Table, the Fl hybrid of a
susceptible by resistant parent most nearly approached the resistant in incidence
of l1open-locule". -

---
----

Table 2. Backcross segregation of V. R. Moscowx Romacross. Frequency
distribution.

Median firmness

Cross 6.3 6.8 7.3 7.8 8.3 8.8 9.3 9.8 10.3 10.8

Fl x Roma 2 15 23 12 2 10 15 11 11 1
Fl xV. R. Moscow 9 9 -9 15 11 2

Total harvested Fruits with "open-locule"
Variety fruits. No. Per cent

KC 135 537 91 17
KC 146 668 107 16
Ace 580 92 16
Caro Red - 811 120 15
Hotset 1123 83 7
Kokomo 789 53 7
Vetomold 676 24 4
Stair 947 34 4
Caro Red x Santa Cruz Fl 1451 21 1.4
Santa Cruz 2073 5 0.2
Santa Cruz (long type) 1845 2 0.1
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Santa Cruz is a two-locule, thick-walled variety. These characters might
be somehow associated with resistance. Soils in this area are generally deficient
in trace elements, boron being one. Investigations on the cause of "open-locule"
in these varieties and the inheritance of resistance are being continued.

The ridged leaflet mutant, ri, was
originally described by Lindstrom
(Journal of Heredity 24:129-137,
1933). It has been assigned to

chromosome 6 as a result of earlier indications of linkage with c. The leaflets
are small and slow growing with a somewhat abnormal shape and with irregular
ridges in the epidermis. The ri ri seed used in this test was obtained from
PI 212479. The source of theMigene in this test was the University of Hawaii
variety, 'Anahu.' The use of this gene as a marker in a test with a foliage
mutant has the advantage of avoiding two leaf abnormalities in the same plant.
The recessive Mi+ Mi+ is simply a normal susceptibility to galling of the roots
by inoculum from acommon race of the nematode, Meloidogyne incognita.

Gilbert, J. C. and L. Centina
A backcross test for linkage
between ri and Mi (Hawaii 1964).

The backcross test results with plants grown in root knot infested soil
were as follows:

ri Mi+ (galled)
ri Mi (not galled)
ri+Mi+ (galled)
riT Mi (not galled)

Total:

117
70
78

117

375

Parental combination
Recombinant type
Recombinant type
Parental combination- -

The above 39.5% recombination between ri and Mi is quite close to the
recombination percentages observed between c-and Mr-in earlier two point tests
in Hawaii when the same line (Anahu) was used as the source of the Mi gene.
Since the latter produced 40 to 44% recombination in most of the trials, ri
could tentatively be mapped on the Mi side of c.

Gilbert, J. C., and L. Centina
Mi - def linkage tests.

A backcross test with the Mi gene
for resistance to root kno~galling
from commonraces of the nematode

Meloidogyne incognita and the deformis mutant on chromosome 6 were completed in
Hawaii (Oahu island). The 708 plants observed from the backcross of the FlJ
~+ - +/def,to the recessive parent, Mi+/Mi+ - def/def,were classified as
follows:

def Mi+ (galled)
def Mi (not galled)
defTMi+ (galled)
defT Mi (not galled)

201
122
149
236

Parental combination
Recombinant type
Recombinant type
Parental combination

This 38.3 recombination percentage between the Mi and def loci would leave
def close to c as the latter marker was used originally to locate def on
chromosome 6.- If def were on the opposite side of Mi+, obviously it would not
have been possible to detect linkage between c and def.
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Stems of Sutton's 'Best of All'

tomato plants were artificially

infected with Agrobacterium

tumefaciens at 56 and 76 days of age.

The crown galls which fonned at the infected sites were required for other

purposes. With the exception of gall fonnation, the treated plants grew nonnally4

flowered and produced mature fruits. The fruits were collected 49, 55, and 71

days after treatment. Seeds geminated nonnally and 1941 seedlings were grown.
From this number, 112 plants were selected as differing in their growth habit

from the controls. The majority pf the abnonnal plants consisted of "dwarfs"

(45 plants) and "rogues" (42 plants), but plants with no plumule, double stem,
small-ru:ffled-chlorotic leaves, and fasciated stems were also observed. The

petals never opened in plants with chlorotic leaves and no fruit was set. Plants

possessing fasciated stems flowered and set fruit. All of the plants grown from
seed of these fruits had fasciated stems. An increase in the number of

abnornwlities was noted with an increase in the period of infection. These

results suggest that bacteria may induce certain genetic abnonnalities.

Gyapay, E., and W. F. Grant
Bacterial-induced genetic
abnonnalities in tomato.

A large stockpile of markers

totaling 17 have been assigned to
chromosome 4. We have approached

the problems of deternlining the gene order, distances between gene pairs, and the

assignment of gene loci to a particular region of chromosome a~ from three

different angles. Standard linkage F2 's using t,vo, three or four point markers
are scored for detennining the gene order and the map distances. Vigorous

seedling markers are pollinated with X-rayed pollen and the progenies are
searched for the individuals expressing the marker characters. Such plants are

grown to flow'ering and analyzed at the pachytene stage of meiosis. Usually such

plants prove to be deficient for some segment of chromosome 4. By analyzing
several such plants, the marker in question can be delimited to a small segment

of chromosome ann. Thus analysis of 4 clau plants obtained from such crosses

revealed that this marker is located in the middle of 45, about 4 J.1from the

centromere. Analysis of several plants showing pseudodorr.inance for ful delimited
its locus to the euchromatin of 1.J.Swi thin 1 J.1of the heterochromatin :--Of the two

e plants obtained from such crosses, one did not show any detectable deficiency

while the other lacked about 4 J.1of interstitial euchromatin of 4L distal to the

prominent lqlob, a well knmm cytological marker of the 4L. e therefore lies
distal to this knob, which is 5 J.1from the heterochromatin on the cytological map.

!{hush, G. S. Linkage
analysis of chrOUlosmae 4.

To find the ann location of'the markers situated between ful (4s) and e

(4L) a tertiary trisomic for 4L and 10L was made heterozygous for clau-E!:.l-di.
Two trisomic F2's yielded the foll~Ning results:

clau is recombining randomly with the trisomic, which situation is expected

because of its location in 45. The absence of ral amongst the trisomic fraction

places it on 4L. The appearance of a single di trisomic plant in each family

Family N clau ral di- - -
2n211+1Total 211 211+1 Total 211 211+1 Total 211 211+1 Total

64L857 190 56 246 51 19 70 37 0 37 29 1 30
64L858 172 82 254 44 25 69 49 0 49 29 1 30
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implies that di is quite far away from the centromere--a finding in agreement
with the linkage data. This trisomic test proves that the centromere is
located between ful and ra].

The following F2 data establish the gene order and the map distances. Most
of the data are self;..explanatory, but a few comments may be appropriate. Two
ra,-si plants obtained frcm ral-di x si combination were di+, hence si is to the
right of ra,. Both!1 and ~4 are situated very close to ful, but till now it has
not been possible to determine the exact loci for these markers on the linkage
map. This is due to almost complete elimination of ful gametes by the action
of the CoR factor situated on 4 (Rick, C. M., TGC 13:18-19). However, crossover
values of 16 and 15.5 obtained between ful and ven, and ~ and ven, respectively,
suggest !1 may be 0.5 units to the right of ful. The gene ht is the only marker
which gives somewhat non-conformant (higher) values with di and ful. It is
undoubtedly between the two but the additive map distanceof 77between ful-ht-di
calculated from this cross far exceeds the standard map distance of 62 between -
ful and die These higher values probably result because no allowance has been
made for the deficiency of ht segregants while calculating the map distance. No
recombinants were yielded between e and ht. A locus for ht is suggested 6 units
to the left of e. The following dragram~epicts the relationship between the
genetic and cytological maps of chromosome 4:

Combination

clau-ful x afl

ful-e-di x clau

ful-e x ral

ful-ral-e x ms

ral-di x si

ral x ven

ful-e x ven

ven x wI

ful-e-di x ht

ful-e x inxl

ful-e x di

ful-e-di x 51
[Rogued to--di]

Gene pair Phase

ful-afl
clau-ful
clau-afl

clau-ful

ful-ral
e-ral

ful-ral

ral-si

ral-ven

ful-ven
e-ven

ven-wl

di-ht
ful-ht
e-ht

e-inxl
ful-inxl

e-di
ful-di

sl-di

R
C
R

115
171
120

a

104

1621
1301

103

897

931

1122
960

1190

189
179
143

231
189

loa 423
1068 376

~I

b

78
22
62

67
31
82

106

c

4
40

0

33
69

26

12
23

0

1
35

11
99

d Total

R 236

3241
3473

1453 5
1389 157

149 690

784

1094

1236
1200

1085

110
99

122

280
246

413
325

156

6

264
264
264

452

R
R

C 2487

6320
6320

3429

2 3586

4274

R 1902

2241 8

4800
4800

4838

825
825
825

1039
1039

1868
1868

0 882

R

R
R

2409
2571

2537R

R
R
R

514
524
560

527
569

R
R

R
R

R

Co.

20.0
22.5
0.0

23.5

6.0
33.5

7.5

5.0

8.5

16.0
25.5

15.5

33.0
44.0

0.0

6.5
38.0

17.5
48.0

0.0
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Additional markers known to be located on chromosome 4 are Ve, vg, cm, and !4.
griseifo1ia (gri), formerly indicated as a marker for 4, is not listed because
it is allelic to!!, and the latter has priority.

Khush, G. S., and C. M. Rick.
Linkage analysis of
chromosome 3.

From the seeds supplied by G. W.
Bohn, we grew small F2 progenies
of: chromosome 3 markers and
obtained the following data:

Combination

r-wi: x ms9

ms9-r x sy

ms9 x pau

The map for these five markers would be:
f

\ wf r ms9
+
38

sy

t-
O

pau

t
5

f
17

That!: is between sy and msi is suggested by the fact that the only r-syplant was also ms9. Tight inkage between sy and wi: :reported by Burdick
(TGC9: 23-24) and crossover values of 12 and17 obtained for' r-wf and r-sy
intervals, respectively, in this study would place wf between -sy and r-:~e
crossover value of 26 obtained by ~err (TGC1.1:14) for r-pau interval-and the
tight linkage between ms9 and pau evident from this study place pau to the
right of ms9.

-- - -- --

Canbination Gene pair Phase a b c d Total Co.

:t\1l-e -di x ls di-1s R 404 118 140 26 688 43.5'
e-di C 465 79 56 88 688 23.0
e-1s R 388 134 133 33 688 45.5

(
24

0 4 25 31 36 40 60 66 72 86 129
I I

Iy!-o-I I I

w

I I I I I

c1au af1

\n
ht di ls

sl

""
,...L., I

. . .-0 rr,...

Gene pair Phase a b c .d Total Co.

r-wi: C 186 12 23 68 239 11.5

r-ms9 R 123 75 81 5 239 21.5
wi: -me 9

R 1.22 81 76 10 239 28.5
.

r-sy R 100 118 35 1 184 16.5
ms9-sy R 91 57 34 2 184 20.5
r-ms9 C 115 10 20 39 184 16.0

ms? -pau
. R 105 32 34 0 173 0
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In another experiment,selfed as well as BC progenies from the F2 from a
triplo 3 heterozygous for sf were scored at seedling stage. Although the

progenies were smal~they provide unequivocal proof that sf is on chromosome 3.

This would implicate linkage group rv-sf-div to chromosome 3. The discovery of
this relationship suggested a revieW-or-our data on some of these markers.

Linkage, if any, between rv and either r or wf must be very loose because numerous

recombinants were yieldedby repulsion F2's.-But the following data on the sf-sy
relationship suggest an association:

Additional linkage information (see note by Boynton and Rick) positions ru

very close to rv, 17 units from sy and rather distant, though within detection

distance from sf. The most likely order is therefore sf - rv, ru - sy - wf, etc.
and the best approximation for chromosome 3 is given inthelinkage SUmmary of
this Report.

Laterrot, H., and P. Pee aut

Effect of high temperature on the

resistance of the tomato variety
IAnahulto Meloidogyne incognita.

On the roots of varieties carrying
MiMi, Meloidogyne incognita grows

very infrequently until the

production of egg sacs. Yet, after
artificial inoculations in summer

and living eggs is more frequent. Theunder glasshouse, the occurrence of galls
influence o~ temperature has been proved.

Material and methods

Varieties 'Anahu I (MiMi) and 1St Pierre t (++) were sown under glasshouse in
steamed soil: 4 seed-pans, each of 36 seeds of 'Anahul and 36 of 1St Pierre'
(October 16).

Each seed-pan was inoculated with 70 egg masses of Meloidogyne incognita
(strain kept on 1St Pierre' for 1959) (October 24). .

2 seed-pans were placed in a glasshouse where temperature is about 18°c during
the night and 27°C during the day.

2 seed-pans were placed in a glasshouse where temperature is about 37°C during
the night and 39°C during the day.

Roots examined (November25 and December1).

sf+ sf Total- - -
Triplo-3, ++sf selfed 55 9 64

Triplo-3, ++sf x sfsf 88 16 104

+ + + sy sf + sf sy
2 Co.l:.

Repulsion 310 111 106 39 £1 50.5

Coupling 4224 931 1277 379 18.48 46.0

Evidently these two markers must be situated near the limits of linkage detection.
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Results

Table 1 shows that:

At l8-27°C, no gallon IAnahU.I

At 37-39°C, many galls and many egg masses on 'Anahu' (less numerous than on
1St Pierre I).

At 37-39°C, the cycle of development of Meloidogyne incognita is faster than
at l8-27°C. ~.

The egg masses laid on IAnahu I do not belong to a more virulent strain of

Meloidogyne. We had verified previously that no difference occurs between strains

issued from the egg masses laid on 1St Pierre I or IAnahu I during our summer tests.
Table 2 shows that the nematodes issued from the egg masses laid on 1St Pierre I

or IAnahu' at 37 -39°C have the same behavior at l8-27°C. . '

Table 1

Table 2

No.
Number of plants egg

masses/
No. days Total Galls plant
between

Temp. inoculation Many, Many,
after and but in

inoculation examination Varieties Without Rare scattered strings

l8-27°C 30 St Pierre 36 0 0 15 21 0
Anahu 31 31 0 0 0 0

37-39°C 30 St Pierre 35 0 0 20 15 5 to 10
Anahu 31 1 7 23 0 0 to 5

18-27°C 36 St Pierre 34 0 0 0 34 0
Anahu 33 33 0 0 0 0

37-39°C 36 st Pierre 32 0 0 10 22 about 10
Anahu 34 0 3 15 16 3 to 10

Number of plants

Total Galls

Origin Many, Many,
of the egg but in
masses Varieties Without Rare scattered . strings

..

St Pierre St Pierre 30 3 8 13 6-

Anahu 32 32 0 0 0

Anahu St Pierre 26 9 7 6 4
Anahu 30 30 0 0 0

'---
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A single virescent mutant for which

the symbol ~is proposed occurred
in Rl among liB plants from seeds

soaked for six days in p32 as phosphate in dilute HCl. The seed line which
resembled the variety Pearson originated from 12 generations of selfing and
crossing commercial varieties and wild species with selection for resistance to

verticillium wilt. The cotyledons of Y3 are slightly smaller and paler than
normal, the first leaves are small, varying from greenish yellow to almost white,
and growth is retarded. The third and fourth leaves are also virescent but may
develop a clear-cut pattern of green and white. Young plants with only three or
four leaves may die after transplanting from greenhouse to field.

Lesley, J. W., and M. M. Lesley

A dominant virescent, Y3.

Pollen mother cells of ~ at pachytene regularly have 12 pairs of chromosomes.
In one of these pairs the short arm sometimes shows an unpaired region in the
heterochromatin. An inversion figure is occasionally seen. Reduction is usually
normal except for weak pairing affecting one pair and an occasional bridge and
fragment.

The original Y3 plant, 61 003.1, gave 10 normal and 9 ;irescentplants from
open pollination (Table 1). Another Y3 plant, 63 145.1, gave in R3 from
controlled pollination 62 normal and 25 virescent. Two normal sibs from open

pollination of the original Y3 gave in R3 only normal plants, and three normal
sibs from Fl virescent x normal gave in F2 only normal plants. Y3 x normal sib
gave 3 non-virescent. Three Y3plants crossed with unrelated normal plants gave
in Fl a totalof 152 normal ana. 124 virescent, a ratio 1. 2: 1. The Y3 parents
were not emasculated. Three backcrosses of unrelated normal plants with normal
Fl (virescent x normal) pollen gave all normal progeny, and two families from
normal x virescent gave in Fl only normal progeny. These facts and the origin

in Rl indicate that Y3 is a dominant gene and a pollen lethal.

Jaundiced (Jau)(Rick, C. M., TGC 13:19-20,1963) resembles Y3 but is not

pollen lethal. ~6 (Gr8ber, K., TGC14:12-13, 1964) and Persson's Xa type(TGC 10:27-28,19 ) presumably are allelicto ~l in chromosome10:- ~l differs
phenotypicallyfrom Y3 and, like Xa3 is recessive lethal but not pollen lethal.
Persson's Xa type is as a rule non-lethal.

Table 1

OP = open pollinated; Y3 = Virescent; normal sib = normal sib of Virescent;
normal + = unrelated normal.

--~

138 6892 59

Parent Gener-

phenotypes ation

61.003.1 (Op) V3 (original) R2

61.003.1 V3-
x x Rl x Rl

61. 003. 2 normal sib

63.145.1 normal sib
" x Fl..

63.122.3 norraal +

Per cent
germin-

Sown ated Normal Virescent

24 79 10 9

8 37 3 0
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Per cent

Parent Gener- germin-

phenotypes ation Sown ated Normal Virescent

63.145.1 normal sib
x x Fl 147 80 73 45

63.139.1 normal +

63.145.8 normal sib
x x Fl 44 73 11 20

63.138.1 normal +

63.145.1 V3 sib R3 100 92 62 25
sel:fed

63.145.4 normal sib R3 66 95 ' 63 0
selfed

63.145.6 normal sib R3 64 91 58 0
selfed

61;070.1 normal sib .F2 88 99 87 0
selfed

61.070.2 normal sib F2 128 99 127 0
selfed

61.070.3 normal sib F2 96 97 93 0
selfed

61.079.1 normal +
x x Bel 8 100 8 0

61. 070. 2 normal sib

61.087.1 normal +

x x Bel 8 100 8 0
61.070.2 normal sib

61.080.1 normal + .

x x BCl 8 100 8 0
61.070.2 normal sib

64.150.3 normal +
x x Fl 64 92 59 0

64.023.2 V3

64.155.4 normal +
x x Fl 64 92 59 0

64.023.2 V3
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During the growing aeasons of
1961-62 and 1962-63 several tests
were made at La Consulta, Argentina
of seed production on male-sterile

mutants. In the following test three IDSlines were tested as ovule parents with
cv. Platenseas pollen parent in measuring natural cross-pollination. Plants
were spaced 0.75 m apart in rows 1.5 m wide.

Lona, J. L. Tests of natural
cross-pollination and hybrid
seed production.

*parthenocarpic fruits not included.

**Production estimated as if each IDS line were the only one planted.

In an auxilliary isolation test (150 m from fertile tomatoes), IDS,6 Pritchard
set some fruits with seed, especially at the end of the season. For this reason

the results with IDS,6 are not trustworthy. The difference between yields of

IDS? and ms?4 might be attributed to the exserted stigma of the latter.

In another test the performance of various IllS mutants was compared in
producing fruitand seed after hand-pollination.-Cvs.Platense, Platense bush
type, Manzana, and Santa Clara served as male parents. Pollen was collected by
harvesting recently opened flowers, permitting them to dry at room ten~erature

for 12 hours, thereafter shaking pollen into Petri dishes with a mechanical
vibrator. Pollen is picked up from a glass tube collector and applied to stigmas

of the IllS parents by means of the point of a black pencil. In this way a semi-
skilledworker may pollinate about 2,000 flowers in an 8-hour day. Results:

*Results doubtful because of uncertain male sterility.

- - ----

Table 1

Mean number Mean weight Mean weight Seed production
of fruits of seeds of seeds in
per plant* per plant per fruit lb/acre**

Platense 38.56 27.89 g 0.72 g 110.33
Pritchard IDS16 45.56 9.30 g 0.20 g 36.79
Earlypak IDS24 40.40 7.37 g 0.18 g 29.15
Pearson IDS2 17.64 3.33 g 0.19 g 13.17

L.S.D. 19:1 10.63 9.95
99:1 15.27 14.30

Table 2

Average fruit Average weight Average weight Average weight

setting in of seed of seed per of seed per

per cent per fruit 100 pollinations working day

Ace ms17 83 0.62 g 51. 46 g 1029.2 g
Pearson IllS2 85 0.62 g 52.70 g 1054.0 g
PearsonVF 6 IllS31 87 0.60 g 52.20 g 1044.0 g
PritchardIllS16* 89 0.63 g 56.07 g 1121.4 g
Ear lypak IllS 24 87 0.41 g 35.67 g 713.4 g
San Marzano IDS9 85 0.20 g 17.00 g 340.0 g
Red Top IDS25 74 0.27 g 19.98 g 299.6 g
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On the basis of these results, ms2, ms17' and ms~l seem to be the most useful
mutants for commercial Fl seed production. They not only yielded best, but also
their empty mature anthers facilitated identification of ms segregants. Aborted

grains in ms16, ms~4, and ms~5 interfered with identification of sterile plants _.

before transplanting to the field. The lower yields of seeds per fruit of the

pear-shaped cvs. San Marzano and Red Top renders them less satisfactory for

hybrid seed production.

"

In a third series, the following ps lines were compared for hybrid seed

yields after emasculation and pollination as in the previous test: (1) Firesteel

ps, a, c (from Dr. Ito); Rutgers Jis, Bounty ps, Stokes ps, Pritchard ps (from
Dr. Larson); John Baer ps, Pearsonps, ps with a, c, y, -and exserted stigma

(from Dr. Rick, the lastline and John Baer ps originally from Dr. Pollack).
With the exception of exserted ps, all linesfrequently set selfed fruits,

therefore requiring emasculationin the late bud stage and marking of crosses.

Hybrid seed yields are thereby decreased by about 1/2 Ib per working day. The

dependability of exserted ps renders it the most desirable. and we plan to transfer
this character to the best-rocal varieties.

Preliminary performance tests of different Fl hybrid combinations have been

made. Pearson VF 6 ms~l seems to have the best combining ability for ourconditions. In respec to total and early yield, fruit type, vigor, and foliage
cover, its hybrids with Santa Clara and San Marzano yield better than the
respective parents and appear promising as substitutes for them in commercial
culture.

Corky fruit was found in 1960 as a
single plant in a small plot of

'T-2 Improved'. It is expressed as

a very striking fruit deformity which in extreme cases gives the fruit an overall

corky or a brown leathery appearance. The plant habit is normal with no visible
distortion of flower parts, but as the green fruits begin to enlarge and reach
diameters of one-half to one inch, they split open, usually on the sides. This

splitting penetrates through the outer walls of the flesh, eventually exposing

large sections of the locule areas and a 'substantial proportion of the

developing seeds. These opened areas turn brown and leathery, and as the

process continues, the whole fruit becomes greatly distorted with large corky and

leathery areas on the outer surface. Fruit set is fairly good, but the small

split fruits often fail to develop, and the exposure of the developing seeds

results in low viability. .

Lyall, L. H. Inheritance of corky
fruit (ck) tomato mutant.

Typical data from crosses between corky and normal types show clearly that
ck is recessive and monogenic.

Cross

6lB

62.56

62.60

Chi-square

0.002
0.007
2.666

0.355

0.481

+ ck- -
Fl All 0

F2 101 34
BCl 28 26

BCISI Line 1 44 8
Line2 0 52

Fl All 0

F2 176 64

Fl All 0

F2 91 26
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Through mutation, long-term selection
or gene fixation after pseudo-
compatibility, the self-
incompatibility of a species may be
attenuated or eliminated, and replaced

by self-fertility. But the opposite process, the establis~~nt of functional
self-incompatibility in a self-fertile species, has not yet been accomplished
artificially. If this were possible, one might expect to learn something of the
evolution of self-incompatibility, and of the genetic differences that separate
self-fertile from self-incompatible species.

Martin, F. W. On the problem of
establishing a system of
self-incompatibility in
Lycopersicon esculentum.

With this in mind, we have been backcrossing S alleles from L. chilense and
L. hirsutum to L. esculentum. Backcross progeny segregate 3 self-=-fertile to 1
self-incompatible, as previously reported (Genetics 46:1443-1454). In recent
years we have tried to combine these S allele lines into a workable incompatibility
system, but without success. The procedures used and the results obtained will
be briefly explained in the hope of stimulating other thinking on this fascinating
problem.

Self-incompatible L. esculentum plants have retained the ability to inhibit
tube-growth of pollen carrying self-fertility alleles from L. esculentum and S
alleles from their respective original Fl parents. As males, they cross with-
L. esculentum but not with the wild parental species; as females, they cross
with Fl or the incompatible .species. Extensive trials of cross-pollination
between 6 such incompatible lines have shown strong cross-incompatibilities as
well. Except for their specific inhibition action against Fl parents, the lines
react alike, and appear to have lost the specific ability to cross with females
containing other ~genes.

Pseudo-compatibility of a low level, which occurs in all of the plants, was
used in conjunction with hormone treatment of flowers to secure a few fruits and
seeds. The resulting progeny were screened for self-incompatibility and for
segregation of incompatible classes. Segregations of progenies for self-fertility
and for incompatibility class are slJIlDIlB.rizedin the table for the most thorough
of 3 series of such crosses. The first generation was made up from plants
carrying ~ (9th backcross), ~ (6th BC), ~ (2nd BC), ~4 (3rd BC), and ~5
(1st BC).

Segregation of self-fertility after pseudo-compatible cross-
pollinations of self-incompatible tomato lines.

--

Gener- No. of plants Number of S alleles
at ion SF SI Pollinations Fruits Seeds rdentified*

Parent - - 543 13 46 Sl, S2' S3' S4, S5

1 28 16 279 16 93 Sl' S2' SlS2' S?

2 30 39 617 42 97 S11 Sl S2' S,!

3 47 20 139 9 38 *

4 19 8 211 15 75
*

*
Only Sl and S2 testers were available and tests were made only during the
first two generations.
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It was not possible to divide the plants into cross-compatible groups even

though different 8 alleles were demonstrated to be present. All crosses and

bulk-pollen crosses were at best pseudo-compatible.

After f'ruiting in the greenhouse, the plants were placed in the field and
observed for fruit-set under open-pollination. Such plants, even when identified;.

as carrying a known 8 allele, often set :fruit quite freely. No tests were made
to ascertain whether-such seed was due to self'- or cross-pollinations, but
progenies contained both self-fertile and self-incompatible offspring. All
self-incanpatible plants were also cross-incompatible.

.,

The results clearly demonstrate that 8 allele-bearing lines have retained
their specific activity in the style and continue to impede the gr~vth of pollen

containing similar ~ alleles or §.:e. But the specific property that permits
pollen containing 8 alleles to grow in styles containing other 8 alleleshas been
lost. In this respect the pollen of such lines acts as if it were all ~.
Nevertheless, that contingency is ruled out by the fact that 8 allele recombinants
were detected in 2 generations of progeny from pseudo-compatible crosses. Thus
it appears that a gene or genes necessary for the pollen phenotype were lost in

the development of BC lines. 8uch genes have not been recovered by recombination

in the pseudo-compatible offspring. The prospect of producing a self-incompatible

L. esculentum populatiOn therefore appears to be small. Gradual increases in the
rati.o of self-fertile to self-incompatible plants through 4 generations of pseudo-

c~mpatibility suggest that the stylar behavior is also being attenuated, perhaps
by selection for modifiers.

It is ~ opinionthat selectionfor male phenotype among F2 progenies will
be necessary to capture and.fix other genes necessary for self-incompatibility
in L. esculentum. This process may be expected to be slow and exasperating, for
adequate testing with Fl tester stocks will be necessary at every step of the.
way, and a base of at least 3 8 alleles must be maintained. However, it is
probable that only in this ~r can the genetic differences between the self-
fertile and self-incompatible tomatoes with respect to incompatibility be :fully
elucidated.

Nutritionally deficient mutants of

lower and higher plants have been
useful tools for the study of
pathways of synthesis and metabolism.

8eed of two chlorophyll deficient-mutants, yg2 and l1£6, kindly supplied by Dr.
Alan Burdick, were planted in the greenhouse. Uniform axillary shoots were
selected and placed in aerated 1 liter water culture vessels containing the
gr~h supplements originally suggested by Miller et al. (Bot. Gaz. 124: 94). A
complete inorganic nutrient solution containing 10;-6;-4, 15, 4, and 1 meq of Ca,
K, Mg, N03, 8°4, and H~04, respectively, and Hoagland's minor element solution
was supplied to both the check and experimental solutions.

Maynard, D. N., and W. H. Lachman
Nutritional studies with chlorophyll
deficient mutants.

No differenceswere observed in gr~h of either the roots or aerial portions
of theplants. However, it shouldbe notedthatrootgr~h was abundantand
normal in every respect. Roots were initiated a few days after theplants were
placed in the solution. Both of these mutants grow very slowly from seed, but
once established pr~ce fairly vigorous plants with a great .number of axillary

shoots. Therefore, a few stock plants can supply a great deal of plant material
for investigations of this type and it is suggested that vegetativepropagation
of certain mutants is a useful technique.
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All of the treatments were successf'ul in increasing chlorophyll content;
however, complete restoration of chlorophyll content was not obtained in any of
the treatments. The yg2 mutant was most responsive to amino acid Pool IVwhich
contained L-histidine, DL-threonine, L-proline, L-hydroxy-proline and L-glutamic
acid and Pool V which contained DL-serine, glycine, DL-alanine, and DL-aspartic
acid. On the other hand, the ygr; mutant was most responsive to the vitamin and
growth factor Pool 2 which contained biotin, calcium pantothenate, choline, and
thiamine and to Pool 3 containing inositol, nicotinamide, riboflavin, and calcium
pantothenate. These differences in response suggest that the mechanisms involved
in the two mutations are different.

The influence of organic supplements on the relative chlorophyll
content of two chlorophyll deficient mutants.

Relative chlorophyll content

Supplement yg2 yg6

Check 100.0 100.0

Vitamins & Growth
Pool 1
Pool 2
Pool 3
Pool 4

Factors
105.2
101. 5
106.7
107.2

112.9
132.5
120.7
115.1

Amino Acids
Pool I
Pool II
Pool III
Pool IV
Pool V

105.7
108.8
107.8
110.4
112.5

111. 7
117.4
110.6
109.5
109.5

PUrines and Pyrimidines
Pool A
Pool B
Pool C
Pool D

105.2
107.8
105.2

106.1
108.9
103.3

That the prophase stage referred to
as zygotene has been misinterpreted
in the past (Chromosoma 15 '64) has

now been definitely established. Traditionally it has been assumed that the
typical stage whereby the homologous chromosomes are paired at the centromere
and telomeres is the beginning of synapsis or zygotene. This pairing is followed
by a "zipping uptl, so that the heterochromatic regions near the centromere pair
first,followed by the distal euchromatic regions. In the next stage the homologous
chromosomes are in fully paired or pachytene stage. This sequence has satisfied
the concept of chromosome behaviour during meiosis to such an extent that its
incorrectness has long been unnoticed. Actually, since it has become clear that
DNAreplication takes place during interphase, the concept of synapsis occuring
during zygotene has been more of a liability than a credit.

Moens, Peter B.
Meiotic prophase in the tomato.
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" .

Through the use of longitudinal sections of anthers it was round that the
homologues of a bivalent become mostly disconnected during pachytene and that
they then separate, leaving the centromere and the telomeres paired. This stage
has so far been thought to occur prior to pachytene and has been interpreted as--
the onset of synapsis. To indicate that separation rather than pairing takes
place, I have named it schizonema.

,,"
~.

~

This switch is particularly interesting in respect to the nature of chiasmata.
If the observations of the past are correct, and there is no reason that they
should not be, even if the interpretation was in error, then it means that tomato
chromosomes have only terminal chIasmata, for only telomeres and centromeres
"paired" at first. Reading this in the present context means that there is a
substantial body of data which shows that all but the telomeres and centromeres
separate. It should be noted that frequently even the telomeres separate, leaving
only the centromere and the telomeres of the other arm paired. Yet at diplotene
and diakinesis the bivalents have well-defined points of contact which are not
necessarily terminal.

Prior to normal pachytene the chromosomes were found to be in a tight knot
around the nucleolus, and they are in the paired, pachytene, condition. This
"clumped" stage exists. in very early pollen mother cells which are still
rectangular in outline. Cytological observations become difficult in these
ear~y cells but it appears to me that the heterochromatic spots in the interphase
nucleus correspond to the heterochromatic parts of the bivalents which subsequently
become organized around the nucleolus. I have found no evidence of visible
pairing in the meiotic prophase of the tomato.

A plant having, in addition to the
two normal chromosome 2' s, an
isochromosome with a median
centromere flanked on each side by

the heterochromatic short arm of chromosome 2, a nucleolar organizer and a long
satellite was reported in mc 13. The characteristics of 28-28 are: it is
genetically inert, it does not affect the plant in growth or fertility, it can be
accumulated, and it does not pair with the normal chromosome 2's. EKcept for
preferential distribution at meiosis and mitosis this chromosome resembles the
naturally occurring extra chromosomes (B chromosomes) in many plants. A study
of the transmission of 28- 28 was undertaken to determine the factors that favour
or act against its perpetuation and possibly to learn about the origin of B
chromosomes.

Moens, Peter B.
The transmission of a heterochromatic
isochromosome 28- 28.

~2n+lxcr2n

Fl : 174 normal, 78 with 1 isochrom., total 252 plants. Transmission 30.6%.
These 252 plants and all others reported below were examined at meiosis.

~2nxg2n+l

Fl : 140 normal, 58 with 1 isochrom., total 198 plants. Transmission 29.3%.
Transmission is equal through male and female gamete, about 30%. From counts at
telophase II of a 2n + 1 plant, it was found that 40% of the pollen mother cells
lose the extra chromosome (mc 13), thus 30% of the pollen could carry the extra
chromosome. The close correspondence with the observed munber of plants having
28-28 indicates a lack of selection aga~nst 28-28 in single dose.

- --
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2!l+ 1 selfed

Assuming 3010 transmission, predictions can be made for selfed progeny.

normal 1 isochrom. 2 isochrom. total

observed

expected

125
115

103
98

6
21

234
234

A significant shortage of plants with two isochromosomes (only 3 of the 6 had
two complete ones) is noted. Apparently there is selection against a double

dose of 28- 28, although such plants have normal growth and fertility.

2n + 2 selfed

35 normal, 72 with 1 isochrom., 12 with 2 isochrom., total 119 plants. No plants

with 3 or 4 isochromosomes were found, indicating that a double dose of 28-28
is the maximum tolerated.

9 2n + 1 + 1/2 x 0'2n

The 1/2 or reduced isochromosome has lost one of the satellites. Assuming 30%
transmission and independent segregation of the two isochromosomes:

lL2. isochrom. 1 isochrom. 1 + lL2 isochrom. totalnormal

observed

expected

44
45.1

15
19.3

24
19.3

9
8.3

92
92

The observed and expected values fit well, and it appears that the partial
isochromosome can be accumulated more readily than the normal one.

2n + 1 + 1/2 selfed

The 124 progeny yielded eight of the nine possible classes in the expected

frequencies. One plant should have had two normal and two reduced isochromosomes

but was not observed. The presence of plants with 2 normals plus a reduced form
again indicates that the reduced form is less detrimental than the complete
isochromosome.

Reduced isochromosomes occurred in all the above pollinations, and of

interest for further study is one "stripped" isochromosome which apparently has
only a centromere, a short arm and a nucleolar organizer. From these and related

results it is concluded that reduction of extra chromosomes takes place rapidly
and leads to increased incorporation in the offspring. In the future we hope to

complete a record of progressive changes in structure and function, through

successive generations, of this extra chromosome. Such a record may provide a
new insight into how naturally-occurring extra or B chromosomes have arisen in

the past.

Pearson, O. H.
Technic for measuring viscosity.

In evaluation of tomato lines it is

relatively simple to determine

.solids content and pH and/or
titratable acidity. Other characters are sometimes important but do not lend

themselves to rapid or inexpensive measurement. Viscosity is becoming more

important as a character in breeding programs, and conventionally is measured as

------- --------
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a rate of flow through an orifice at a given temperature, which requires
preparation of the tissue and somewhat sophisticated apparatus. In our work
with paste and high pectin lines, we may have stumbled onto a rapid and cheap
way of measuring the viscosity of the raw material. We draw the sample from at~.
least ten fruits, so as to fill a blende~ about half full. This is blended for
15 seconds on low speed. Immediately a glass beaker or babyfood bottle is
filled, and the remainder of the sample is used for solids or acids determination;.
After 5-15 minutes, the texture of the material in the bottle is determined by
releasing into themassa 15 x 1.8 cm corked test tube containing a cardboard
scale. The tip of the test tube should be just in contact with the surface when

released. The depth of penetrati<>n is the measure. Consistent results between

samples and varieties have been obtained and are reproducible. The readings for
standard varieties with known patterns of usage correspond to these readings.

However, longer blending times or use of high speed will decrease the viscosity
and thus increase the readings. The objectionwill be raised that the measure
is not of pectin content because the pectinases will immediately destroy the
pectins. The high correlation with known variety use is a partial answer to this
point, but possibly the use of an enzyme poisop such as trichloroacetic acid or a
similar compoundmight overcome this objection. We hope a more fully equipped
laboratory will check this method against conventional procedures, which we
cannot do.

Reresentative data from th 1964 season are as follows:

Variety comparisons (1 fruit from each plant in row): Data from single
plant progenies

Variety Row Vise Variety Rmr Vise (10 fruit per plant)

Red Top 2296 1 VF 14 2160 10 Plant Visc
11

2298 2
11 2044 10

"
2343 2 11 2046 10 VF San Marzano 2304

"
2356 2 VFN 8 2163 10

San Marzano 2199 1 11 2040 10 1 2
"

2333 1 A-I 2083 11 2 6
p-4 2360 2 Ace 2072 10 3 4

II
2170 2 1350 .2097 10 4 4

Red Top V9 2294 3 1370 2063 7 5 6
11 2168 4 ES 24 2349 8 6 1

Roma 2183 3
"

2350 10 7 3
Chico 2210 2 37-2 2048 2 8 1
La Bonita 2292 2 13 L 2155 5 9 3

11 2166 8 10 3
145B 2347 10

11
2352 10 VF San Marzano 2228

"
2143 10

145-43 2159 5 1 5
145-21-4 2164 8 2 3

11 2141 8 3 3
145-22-8 2345 7 4 4

" 2354 6 5 8
Geneva 6 3

12357 2265 10 7 8
8 2
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Heretofore, tomato plants with
stamenless flowers have been obtained
from a segregating (1 stamenless :

3 normal) progeny. Seed for the
segregating population used in these

studies was procured from Dr. T. O. Graham, Guelph, Ontario, Canada. This mutant
was originally reported by Bishop (TGC 3:6). Uniformly rooted cuttings of

selected plants with stamenless flowers were grown in solut~on culture root media
containing gibberellin A3 at concentrations of 0,10-5,10- , or 3 x 10-4 M.
Flowers with anthers formed on plants exposed to 10-4 or 3 x 10-4 gibberellin for
3 to 4 weeks. There was a reversion to stamenless flowers 3 to 4 weeks after the
exposure to gibberellin was discontinued. Microscopic observations revealed that
the gibberellin induced anthers contained normal pollen. Progeny grown from seed
produced by sibbing with this pollen produced flowers that were all stamenless.

Phatak, S. C., and S. H. Wittwer
Gibberellin-induced anther
development in the stamenless
(slsl) tomato mutant.

Rick, C. M.
A dominant allele at the f locus.

Among the many tomato collections
made by Dr. Fr. Schwanitz in
Central America, his 549Al from

Quetzaltenango, Guatemala,is interesting in several respects (see note on scf).
The original stock bred true for an unusually severe fasciation of flower and
fruit. Under conditions of both greenhouse and field the number of flower parts
and fruit lobes is proliferatedfar above that of normal tomatoes or even those
homozygous for f. Fruits of this line are distorted to the point of being
grotesque; the numerous lobes are separated by very deep grooves that are oriented
in equatorial as well as axial planes. Since fasciations, even of extreme type,
are popular in Latin American markets, the fruit modifications in this line did

not attract much attention here until Fl and F2 generations were grown.

First-generation combinations with many tester lines have all been fasciated,

although not quite so intensely as the original line. Dominance of the trait

also showed up in the first small F2, 11 plants being normal, 59 well fasciated,
and 20 severely so. A cross with f (originally received from MacArthur) yielded

Fl plants all well fasciated and an F2 that classified as 34 with fasciation
comparable to !' 65 well fasciated(comparableto Fl), and 11 extremely fasciated.
Although classification into the two higher degrees of fasciation was not entirely

clear, unquestionably all of the F2 was fasciated, proving the allelic relations
between the .new mutant and !. The pooled data of the two F2's provide a good fit
to 3: 1. Since the ne..l mutant is an allele, the original mutant symbol is
preserved and dominance is signified by the liD" superscript. This linemightbe
of interest in relation to the evolution of multilocular fruits in the
domestication of the tomato.

Rick, C. M. Inheritance and
linkage relations of lyrate (lyr).

Two fruits collected in Central
America by Dr. Fr. Schwanitz yielded
progenies that segregatedfor this

interesting mutant. One numbered 31lA2 was accompanied by an illegible place

name, but the other, 312A3' had been collected in Tegucigalpa, Honduras. The
former yielded 8 normal seedlings and 4 mutant, while the latter, 9 normal and
2 mutant with the following very clearly defined features. Plant habit appears
normal, though luxuriantlyvegetativeas a result of unfruitfulness. The most
striking manifestation of lyr is in leaves, which are highly modified at all
stages and constant under awide range of environmental conditions. The first
true leaves are undivided and narrowly obovate, the terminal portiQn roughly
diamond-shaped. Upper leaves are segmented, but the obovate tendency prevails,

---
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lending the leaf a fanlike shape--hence the name lyrate (see cover illustration).
The ultimate segments are deeply divided and are terminally, clavate. Corollas

are wavy and frilled, enations commonly developing in the center of the segments.
Ovaries and fruits are more elongate than normal. The seldom-set fruits are

parthenocarpic, depressed at the stylar end and have two prominent green radial.

lines. Crosses are readily made with lyr as male parent, but all attempts to

use it in the reciprocal direction have failed. The stock of lyr is therefore

maintainedby selfingheterozygotes. ---

Crosses between lyr and nine tester lines yielded only normal phenotypes,

and the respective F2 progenies consistently segregated somewhat less than 25%
lyr, the pooled valUes being 2665 + and 766 (22.3%) lyr, and heterogeneity not

significant ():2 = 6.10, 8 df). Exploratory F2's werescored to test linkages

with the following markers: (1) au, Jau; (2) ~, Wo; (3) E.'sy; (4) ~; (5) tf;
(6) ~, sp; (7) La, 195; (8) bu, dl, .!J.;(9) ah; (10)~, !!; (11) ~, hl,
indicating independence with all except tf. In the first tested progeny of
lyr x tf, separation of the various phenotypes was not attempted, the progeny
being classified into only 129 + leaf and 128 mutant leaf groups; the X 2 for
discrepancy from 9:7 is 3.79. A second family permittedclassificationof the
progeny as follows: 177 + +,70 + tf, 98 lyr +; for these data neither 9:3:4
(~2 = 3.186) nor 2:1:1 (X2 = 4.436)""providea good fit. The normal:mutant
segregation in both families is 306:296, differing significantly from 9:7
~2 = 6.911**). Since no tf-lyr compound could be identified with certainty in

these seedling families, another F2 of the same pedigree was grown in the field;
only lyr segregants were planted because the manifestations of that gene are too

pronounced to be missed in either tf or + classes. Of 48 lyr thus grown to

maturity and examined at several times during the season, no interplant
differences were seen that could be attributed to interaction with tf. The

conclusion, therefore, seems likely that no recombinants had appeared in any of
these families and that lyr probably lies close to tf on chromosome 5.

Besides carrying fD, Dr. Schwanitz'

collection 549A from Quetzaltenango)
Guatemala,segregated for the

following peculiar seedling trait, 6 of .18 plants in the first culture showing

the trait. The most obvious deviation is a system of longitudinal striations of

lighter ton~ on the upper surface of cotyledons, but more dependable for

classification is the appearance of irregular white enations, from the epidermis,

of a scurf'y nature, on the upper surface and margins, especially at their union
with the hypocotyl. The degree, of expression is highly variable and it is

believed that low penetrance may lead to misclassification of some scf individuals.

Since no correlated character has been found above the level of cotyledons, it has
been necessary to score scf in the seedling stage. It is therefore one of the

very few tomato mutants whose expression is manifest only in seedlings.

Rick, C. M. Inheritance and
linkage relations of scurfY (scf).

Monogenic determination of scf,which was suggested by segregation in the

original accession, has been confirmed by subsequent tests. In more than a score
of differentFl combinations, scurf'y is recessive. A summary of F2 data
[2980 + : 774 (20.6%) scf] reveals a deficiency of recessives, which is highly
significant (~~ = 58.5~ Heterogeneityis likewisesignificant(~2 = 88.37,14 df)j
the majorshareof the deviationbeingcontributedby five families. For several
reasons these discrepancies are not blamed on weakness of the recessive homozygote.

In the first place; no difference from normal has been observed in the vigor of

scf plants. Secondly, the variability-in scf expression suggests that impenetrance

of scf homozygotes may lead to their misclassification as normals. Linkage
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relations have been tested with negative results against (1) au, Jau, per; (2) d,

WV; (3) E.'rv, sy, wf';(4) clau, ~, f'ul;(5) me, tf; (6)D~' yv; CfrLa, Ig5; -
"(B")aI, bu, dl, ~; \9) ah;--rTI5")ag, !!.,~, !;\11) ~:.V ! , hI. On the other hand,
the following tests with inv and ~ suggest a locuson chrmnosome1:

The scf-inv F2 also segregated f'orper, which, though on chr. 1, shows no linkage
with inv. Since none of the 7 scf-inv recombinants was also per, the probable

order is inv-scf-per. Although the indices of linkage are consistent, they are
nevertheless weak and need confirmation.

An tUlfruitfulmutant (2-219), which
has been in our possession for more

than 10 years, has, tUltil only
recently, baffled us by its irregular

phenotypic expression. Discovered originally as a single tUlfruitful plant in a

field of var. San Marzano, it exhibited flowers that were imperfectly opened and

subnormal in size. A number of seedy fruits had been set in the early season,

but all later growth of the plant was barren; this original observation, though

potentially instructive, was misinterpreted at the time.

Rick, C. M., and J. E. Boynton
A temperature-sensitive

male-sterile mutant, vms.

When it was later appreciated that the floral modification is well expressed

in mid and late season field conditions, Fl and F2 generations clearly revealed
the action of a single recessive gene, to which the name "variable male-sterile"
and symbol vms are applied. Crossesbetween vms and 23 otherstocks produced
FIls in which all plants had normal phenotype:--The F21s of these combinations
yielded a total segregation of 2200 + and 663 (23.2%) vms, the deficiency of the
latter being significant at the 5~ level. The trend toward deficiency is not

consistent among the 23 families as indicated by a heterogeneityx2 of 39.504
(22 d.f.), significant at the 2% level. Trisomic tests completed to date with
chrrnnosomes 4-9 gave normal segregation in all except chromosome 8; the following

results were observed with the latter: F2' vms x triplo-8

2N
240 + 21 vms

2N + 1
65 + 0 vms

Total
305 + 21 vms

This lead was pursued by a linkagetest cross between vms and the three-point
tester stock dl-bu-~ with the following F2 segregation:

263 + + + +

41 + -I- + 11
7 -I- + bu-;-

10 -I- + bu 11

25 + dl + +
2 + dl + 11

48 + dl bu +

59 + dl bu 11

126 vms + + +

7 vms + + 11

The deficiency of reconiliinantsbetween vms and each of the three markers is highly
significant. The recombination estimated for the various intervals is vms-dl:

0; vms-bu: 0; ~-~:26.5; bu-dl: E3.5; ~-dl: 28.0; bu-~: 22.0. The limited
recombination of ~ with ~ and absence of recombination with either dl or bu

clearly places vms to the right of ~, presumably between bu and dl, its position
according to these data being approximately:

~ - 22 - bu - 4.5 - vms - 4 - dl.

-~~ -~

Combination + + + t m + mt x2 Co.

sc f -y rogued to scf 50 4 8.10 37
scf'-y rogued to scf 34 2 6.28 30
scf'-inv 128 44 52 7 4.03 37
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The following brief summary can be given concerning the environmental control
of vms expression. Several lines homozygous for vms show normal phenotype, except
for Corolla segments that are possibly lighter in color and somewhat narrower than
normal, when plants are grown at all seasons of the year in greenhouses with a-.
55-90°F temperature range. Flowers of vms plants in the field had a similar
appearance during May and June, 1964, but in the first two weeks of July a rapid
transition took place to strong floral modification, which lasted until late
September. Thereafter, a slow shift toward normality was observed, although, even
until frosts hit the field in mid November, the return to normality was never
complete. Neighboring plantings of normal San Marzano showed no flower modifica-
tions. The degree of floral modifIcation induced in vms varies, both wi thin and
between plants, even during the July-September period:--Little effect is seen on
the calyx and pistil, but stamens and corolla are very sensitive, the latter more
so than the former. All gradations of corolla modification have been observed
from the aforementioned greenhouse condition to a reduction of the petals to
thread-like colorless segments. The stamens tend to diminish in thickness--
particularly terminally, become distorted basally, separat& from each other,
attach to the pistil, and almost completely disappear in extreme expression.
Complete unfruitfulness suggests that normal pollen is not released, even in the
less extreme modifications. Flower budsmay abort in various stages in the most
extreme manifestations of vms.

" Various exploratory tef?ts were made to ascertain what environmental factor
might be responsible for these extreme differences in vms expression. Controlled
environment tests in greenhouse and field soon eliminated soil differences and
ultra-violet as causes. Shading in the field, even to 35~ of normal sunlight
intensity, failed to alleviate the symptoms. No field treatment has yielded any
consistent differences, except that shading toward the end of the season may
cause a slight reduction in severity of expression. Treatments with infra-red
lamps in the greenhouse, on the other hand, yielded convincing results.
Irradiation of terminal shoots at temperatures near the limits tolerated by the
plants (lOO-llO°F in shade) for three-week periods resulted in dramatic shifts
to extreme flower reduction in vms and none in + controls. The floral modifi-
cation appears to be confined only to those branches of vms plants exposed to
the m radiation--basal shoots of the treated plants produced normal flowers.
Experiments to test other means of heating-are in progress.

Crosses made on vms during the summer season have given what appear to be
normal seed yields. During the same period, in several seasons, no fruits have
ever been observed to set spontaneously. On the basis of these experiences
vms seems to offer the advantages'of a male sterility which can be shifted
dependably from sterile to fertile phase and thereby permit reproduction by
selfing. .

Yellow tip is a strain of tomatoes
from Australia, which we received
from Dr. D. D. Poole of Holtville,
California. Although all leaves

are more yellowish than normal under field conditions, the "deviation is strongest
near the growing point--hence the name originally carried by this accession. In
spite of its partial chlorophyll deficiency, yt grows with normal vigor.
Manifestations of yt ~e so variable in seedlings that we have not been able to
score it dependablY as a seedling character. Crosses in many combinations have
yielded Fl's with normal or nearly normarcolor. In 22 F2's of different
parentage the total segregation of 1613 + and 560 (25.6~) yt provides a good

~ C. M., and W. H. Dempsey
Yellow tip (yt) --inheritance and
relationshipS-on chroMosome 7.
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fit to 3:1 (t2 = 0.69), but heterogeneity is indicated by aX2 of 51.57***,

21 d.f. Two of the F2 families, which had large excesses of yt, contribute

nearly half of this X2, and when their values are subtracted-;-the total (29.27,
19 d.f.) drops somewhat below the 5% level. Since these two families were among

the first ones scored for yt, we suspect that some misclassification may have
resulted from our lack of experience.

Interest in yt centers far less on its phenotype than its linkage relations,

for, as the following data reveal, it has helped to clarify relations in

chromosome 7. To date it has been tested against the following markers with
negative results: (l)~; (2) ~, Wo; (3) !> rv, wf; (4) ~; (5) ~, yv; (8) !1,
~; (9) a.h;(10) !!;(11) ~,.h. But a test with La gave the following results:

The estimate of linkage value in the yt-La combination was based on the ratio of

the + +/+ yt classes. Data for the yt-Hrt and Hrt-La combinations included for
reasonstobe discussed. - - - -

A series of trisomic tests have also been completed with yt against

chromosomes 5 to 9 with normal ratios in all except 7. Data for yt and Hrt

inF2withtriplo-7follmr: - -

+ yt + Hrt

2N
tr-7
Total

138
53

191

23
0
23

75
14
89

166
52
21e

The above ratios for yt clearly place it on chromosome 7. Those for Hrt, though
less decisive, argue for independence. Assuming no double reduction, the 2N

data are much more critical than those for triplo-7. Among the latter, deviations
from both 1:3 (disomic) and 4:5 (trisomic) are significant, but the former

n:2 = 4.49). very much less so than the latter (1.2= 17.21). This information,
coupled with the indications of independence in the above yt-Hrt and Hrt-La

segregations argue against an association of Hrt with chromosome 7, which had

been suggested by rather scanty data in a Hrt-La (repulsion) segregation

(TGC12:38-39). - -

The above association of yt and La has been confirmed by the linkage

relations of not, reported in another:note by Boynton and Rick. According to

this new information, not shows linkage with both La and IgS' suggesting the

following distances: La - 8 - not - 23 - Ig5. At present this seems to be the
best map framework for chromosome 7. Additional markers in the vicinity of La

are deb, na, ig, and yt; those near Ig5 are gs and urn (?).

Rick, C. M., and G. S. Khush
Recent data on chromosome 8

linkages.

arm, restricted to a region including the

Newly acquired deficiencies further

clarify certain loci in chromosome 8.

It was clear one year ago (TGC

14: 28) that ~ lies on the short
terminal chromomere of the heterochromatin

--

Combination Phase + + + t m+ mt X2 Co.

yt-La R 23 73 39 13 33.96 20.0
yt-Hrt C 49 129 18 65 l 45.5
Hrt-La C 11 25 51 61 1.91
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and the proximal two-fifths of the euchromatin. In a new bu deficiency, the only
detectable change is a shift in the position of the knob iIil3L euchromati n in one

of the paired strands. Since the heterochromatin is undisturbed, the bu locus is
thus delimited to the proximal two-fifths of the euchromatin. A new dl mutant ~-

showed no detectable deficiency, but suffered an inversion of a segment extending

from the middle of 8L heterochromatin to a point about one-fourth of the way out;
on the euchromatin. Since dl is known by extensive recombination data to lie

distal to bu, it probably lies in the latter site. It follows that bu must have

its locus in 8L euchromatin, likely near the transition region. Theposition of

the centromere must therefore be between bu and b., probably very much closer to
the former because the two are separated by a considerable linkage distance and
because accumulating evidence on other chromosomes shows little or no recombi-
nation in the heterochromatin.

Linkage data accumulated since 1963 confirm the order and approximate
position of the established markers. Values estimated from different combinations

for the various intervals are furthermore highly consistent. The distances

estimated by weighting values in the accompanying table are: . !J.- 22 - bu - 9 -

dl - 36 - al. Also included in these results are a new series of data on spa
obtained from the F2 spa-al x !1-bu-dl. Based on much larger numbers than-
previous tests, they give a more reliable position for spa, somewhat closer to
!J. (about 6 units) than the earlier determination. -

Among the new entries for chromosome 8, vms is described and essential
linkage information presented in a separate re-search note. Its locus lies

approximately midway between bu and dl.

In the summer of 1963 Dick Robinson informed us of linkages that he had

detecl:;edbetween delifu and dl and between depa and dl. We followed up this leadand report results wi depa, those with deli, are not yet carried to F2. In .

the test with depa, difficulty was experienced in its interactions with bu in

the seedling stage, thereby explaining some inconsistencies in the accompanying

data. Among the bu+ progeny only a single recombinant with dl was obtained,

and that individual was !1-depa-bu+-dl, suggesting that depa;-in fact, must lie

close to bu. An independent estimate of the depa-!1 distance omitting bu data
comes to 32 instead of 45. A locus in the neighborhood of bu is suggested.

Kerr's.discoveryof the tp-k linkage (TGC 14:16) provides another useful
marker (perhaps 2 markers) forchromosome8. The data consistentlyshow that
tp lies between bu and dl, closer to the former than to the latter. None of

the tp-!:I. recombinants were either bu or dl and the single tp-dl recombinant
was neither bu nor!J..

Strangely enough the same F2 segregated for another seedling marker, a .
dominant provisionally labelled Hr (Hirsute), which unquestionably belongs on
chromosome 8. This new mutant is-characterized by longer epidermal trichomes on
the upper leaf surfaces, approximating the phenotype of gri more closely than
any other hair mutant. The phenotype was so well expressed in our cultures that

with experience it might be possible to distinguish !!!:/Hr from !!!:/+. Although
the data show no recombinants between Hr and tp, many of the tp segregants

exhibited what appeared to be a !!!:/+ phenotype7Thus it doesnot seem likely
that Hr is a pleiotropic effect of tp. Although the data are not altogether
consistent, they suggest a locus forHr well to the right of dl.
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Pedigree Combination + +

spa-al x
ll-bu-dl

spa-ll
spa-bu
spa-dl
spa-a1
a1-11
al-bu
al-d1
bu-dl

bu-11
d1-11

785
813
838
893
854
864
845
1092
1002

965

343
331
321
437
414
396

vms x

l1-bu-d1
vms-11
vms-bu
vms-dl
d1-bu

11-bu
dl-11

depax
11-bu-d1

depa-11
depa-bu
depa-dl
bu-d1

l1-bu
l1-d1

tp-l1
tp-bu
tp-d1
tp-Hr
Hr-11
Hr-bu
Hr-dl
dl-bu
l1-bu
ll-d1

442
428
436
508
471
466

443
423
437
230
147
108

94
688
616
609

tp-Hr x
l1-bu-d1

Robinson, R. W., W. T. Schroeder,
and R. Provvidenti Order of'all,

nv, and ~ on chromosome 9. -

+ t

384
356
331
276
303
293
312
66
156
203

112
124
134
17
55
58

137
151
143
27
75
80

217
237
223
430
83
122
136
40
95
102
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m+

351
345
330
264
282

294
323
76
134
171

126
133
133
27
50
73

104
107
115
43
64
85

268
292
291
0

564
607
634
27
99
119

m t

1
7
22
88
82
70
41
287
229
182

7
0
0

107
69
61

24
2l
13
129
97
76

24
0
1

292
158
115
88
197
142
122

x2
***
***
***

N.S.
N.S.
*

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

N.S.
*

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

Co.

5.5
15.0
26.5
49.0
47.0
45.0
35.5
10.0
21.5
29.0

26.5
0
0

8.5
22.0
28.0

45.0
42.0
35.5
10.5
23.0
29.0

27.5
0
6.0
0
40.5
27.5
22.0
7.5
23.0
27.0

F2 segregation of a cis cross
(11,337 ++: 133 + nv: 96 ah +:
3582 ah nv) indicated 1.5-; .07%
crossingover between ah and nv,

in close agreement with the crossover value of' 1.4 morgans estimatea-by progeny
testing single recessive F2 segregants of a trans cross (Science 145:1432-1434,
1964) . Since nv. and Tm? are believed more tightly linked than this, it is
unlikely that ah can be between ~ and Tm2 on chromosome 9.

This was confirmed by determining the genotype for Tm? of ah nv crossover
plants from the cross ah x ~~. If the gene order were Tm2 - ah - nv, the
ah nv crossover individuals from this cross would be expected to be recessive
for Tm2. The crossover plants, representing 10 lines derived from different
crossing-over events, were crossed with Fireball, a tobacco mosaic susceptible
cu1tivar. Resistance tests with these F1's proved that all were uniformly
resistant and the genotype of each parental crossover plant was therefore ah ah
nv ~ Tm2 Tm2. Thus the gene order on chromosome 9 must be either ah - Tm2 -nv
or Tm2 - nv - all; it cannot be 'Dn2 - all - nv.

--
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Experiments were made to explore

the nature of genetic variation in

frui t setting at cold temperature.

Varieties differing in the field for

fruit set during cold weather were grown at normal temperature in the greenhouse

until the flowering period, then placed in a growth chamber maintained constantlyr

at 50°F. The plants were pollinated the next day and returned to the greenhouse

10 days later. All varieties had excellent fruit set, despite the very low
temperature during the pollination to fertilization period. Microscopic
examination revealed that pollen tubes of all varieties completely penetrated

the styles during the period at cold temperature. Decapitation of styles before

the plants were returned to normal temperature did not impair fruit set or seed
production of any variety, proving that fertilization actually occurred at low

temperature.

Shannon, S., R. W. Robinson,
and W. Mishanec Male sterility

induced by cold temperature.

Since the critical stage for fruit set did not seem to be at or after

pollination, we studied the effect of temperature prior to pollination. Plants

were grown in the greenhouse at 60 to 70°F until the flowering stage, when they

were kept in a growth chamber at 48°F for varying intervals, then returned to the
normal temperature greenhouse and pollinated at intervals after the cold treatment.

When exposed to cold temperature for 1 to 8 days, fruit set was good for all
varieties during the first week after cold treatment. By two weeks after

treatment, fruit set was ve7;Y poor, but was normal again 3 or more weeks after
cold. treatment.

During the unfrui tf'ul period flowers were abnormal and looked very much like

those of some male sterile mutants. Petals were cleistogamic and greenish yellow

or white, styles were shortened, stamens were green to pale yellow and shrunken,

and pollen production was curtailed. Fruit set of abnormal flowers was greatly

improved by using pollen from plants of the same varieties not exposed to cold

temperature. When self pollinated during the unfruitful period, Fireball and

Geneva breeding line 790 had better fruit set than Gem or Heinz 1350, corre-

sponding with the varietal differences noted in the field when the temperature

was cold. Our preliminary results suggest genetic variation in response to cold

temperature during microsporogenesis.

In TGC 13:42-43,1963, Shapiro

and Burdick reported on

biochemical approaches to radiation

damage in pollen. The same procedures for gemination and extraction used then

were used in two other experiments. In the first experiment, six pollen.
treatments were compared. Pollen was dried over CaC12 for one day or dried over

CaC12 for one day followed by one -half hour humidification. One dry and one
moist sample were not irradiated; the other dry and moist samples were X-rayed

with 50Or. A non-treatedand a 500r-treatedsamplemade up the fifth and sixth
samples. Six pollen samples of each treatment were germinated for 1, 2, and 3
hours. Total nitrogen was estimated by the Yemm-Cockingmethod. In the sec'ond
experiment, amino acids from extracted geminated pollen were detennined.
Pollenwas geminated for 2.1 4 or 6 hours. Both the sugar solutions and the
alcohol extracts of pollen grains and tubes were combined. The combinedsolutions
were then passed through a 6Xl cm column of Dowex 50 X 8 (If+) which retainsbasic
compounds. The basic compounds were eluted from the column with 50 ml IN NH4OH.
The resulting effluent was then evaporatedto dryness in vacuoon a water bath
at 40°C. The residue was taken up in 1 -ml of 80 per cent _ethanol and spotted on

Shapiro, N. Attempts to alter
some chemical properties of pollen.
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Whatrnan No.1 chromatographic paper. One hundred lamoda aliquots of each
treatment were used on the filter paper. Separation and identification of
ninhydrin positive spots were obtained after 36 hours of one-dimensional chromo-

tography. A more thorough amino acid analysis of the control sample was made
using the Technicon Auto-Analyzer. The positions of the sample peaks were
compared with those of the peaks of known amino acids.

A summary of the results using the Yemrn-Cocking method for determining amino
nitrogen is shown in Table 1. An analysis of variance was performed on the data.

Germination time, the main effect, was highly significant. Furthermore, moisture
was found to influence nitrogen activity. On the other hand, dosage and all
three interactions were not significant.

The results of the second investigation, which was the separation of amino

nitrogen from other chemical compounds, indicated no qualitative differences

between treatments. On each of 18 filter papers, a total of 13 ninhydrin pos itive

spots were noted. Quantitative differences, obtained by visual inspection only,
indicated little or no change in the intensity of spots.

The results of the complete amino acid assay showed the presence of 13 amino

acids. They were identified as aspartic acid, threonine, serine, glutamic acid,

proline, glycine, alanine, valine, isoleucine, leucine, lysine, histidine, and
asparagine. The quantities were too small to analyze. However, proline showed
the highest peak.

Thompson, A. E.

Measurement of pH in single fruits.
High acidity, typified by the

Illinois 1483 strains, has been

shown to be quantitatively inherited.
Estimates of effective factors were from 3-4 for pH and from 2-3 for titratable

acidity. Heritability estimates were from 66-78% for pH and 67-73% for
titratable acidity. The pH of the locules of high-acid as well as normal

varieties and strains is normally lower than that of the pericarp or that of
whole-fruit samples. Differences between high- and low-acid lines have been

shown to persist at different stages of fruit maturity, from the turning stage
to 14 days later. Since maturity is most precisely determined at the turning
stage, selection for acidity should be most efficient at this time.

A rapid method of measuring acidity of single fruits has been developed that

should prove useful in the selection of single plants from segregating populations.
The method consists of measuring the pH of juice by cutting fruits selected at

the turning stage and immersing a dual, glass electrode (Beckman #39142) in the

Table 1. Optical density readings for the Yemrn-Cockingmethod amino nitrogen.

Pollen Pollen germination (hours)
treatment 1 2 3

No r Control 1.',0 3.14 3.47
No r Dry 1.98 2.20 3.43
No r Viet 1.67 2.19 3.15

500r Control 2.32 2.71 3.14
500r Dry 1.74 2.11 2.43
500r \;Tet 1.82 2.06 2.53
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exposed locules. The thin_Talled cells in the locules are easily ruptured by
stirring lightly with the electrode, thereby releasing the juice. Equilibrium
is rapidly reached and readings can be made on any standard pH meter. Testing
can be carried out in the field with the use of a portable pH meter (Beekman
Model N or N-2 pH meter). An average of 3 readings wi thin different locules of
the fruit is taken as an adequate determination.

Data from a replicated experiment comparing 2 high-acid strains with 3
normal varieties indicate that truncation between pH 3.7 and 3.8 will effectively
separate high- from norrnal-acid segregates (Table 1).

Table 1. Locular pH of fruits of high- and normal-acid varieties and strains
of tomatoes.

pH

Percentage frequencies - 30 fruits/sample

High-acid strains Normal-aciQvarieties

Illinois Illinois Campbell Gardener Campbell
1483-335 1483-334 146 109

3.55
3.60

3.65
3.70
3.75
3.80
3.85
3.90
3.95
4.00

4.05
4.10

4.15
4.20

Mean pH (x)

10.0
3.3

40.0
20.0
23-3
3.3

3.68

6.7
13.3
23.3
20.0
20.0
10.0
6.7

3.74

3.3
20.0
33.3
30.0
6.7
3.3
3.3

3.82

13.3
26.7
13.3
20.0

13.3
6.7
0.0

3.3
3.3

3.88

13.3
20.0
20.0
26.7
13.3
6.7
4.06

The data give indications of the extent of variability one encounters in
measuring acidity within varietal populations. The relative contribution of
genetic and environmental variation in these populations has not been assessed.
It appears that progress might be made in increasing the acidity of standard
varieties by single plant selection with this method.

Care must be taken in selection of maturity of fruits to be compared with
this method. Samples of fruits selected at the turninll stalle werp ('!nD111A.rpn'W'it:h
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Table 2. Effects of fruit maturity on locular pH of high- and normal-acid
varieties and strains of tomatoes.

It is suggested that this technique can be used in the field in conjunction
with other selection criteria in a plant breeding program. Testing could there-

fore be limited to those plants selected for other desirable characteristics,

thus reducing the number of necessary determinations. Advanced generations

could continue to be tested by the more precise, conventional methods.

The expression of crimson has been

variable and attempts to check

Butler's (TGC 12:17-18. 1962)
postulation of two factor control

have met with difficulty because visual classification has not been consistent.
It has been noted (TGC 13:28-29. 1963) that one effect of crimson is to lower

the quantity of beta-carotene and thus to increase the ratio of red to yellow
pigments in the fruit. While the lowered beta-carotene content has been a fairly

consistent mark of crliason, the effect on the lycopene fraction has been much
more erratic. Graham's 'High Crimson' averaged 60.00 j.Jg of lycopene per gram
fresh weight on August 15,1962, and 80.24 j.Jgon September 6,1962. A small
bulk of the same line on October9, 1963, averaged 83.00 IllS of lycopene. On
September 21,1964, under ideal pigment conditions, and extreme drouth, 'High

Crimson' averaged 149.40 j.Jgof lycopene/g. The beta-carotene values were much

more consistent--averaging 2.25, 3.02, 3.30 and 3.31 j.Jg/gon each of these dates.

Tomes, M. L., and A. E. Thompson
On crimson and high pigment-
crimson recombinants.

The effect of crimson in either a normal or a high pigment background was

studied under the high lycopene conditions noted above. Three progenies of a

cross between a high pigment (hp hp) strain and 'High Crimson' were classified

visually on September 21,1964:- The visual classes appeared to be distinct,

possibly because of the enhanced lycopene content. The parents, the Fl1 and at
least 10 plants of each F2 class were analyzed by chromatographic separation.

Stage of maturity

Turning stage Turning Turning stage Mean

minus 1 day stage plus 1 day (x)

Illinois 1483-335 3.65 3.68 3.71 3.68
Ilinois 1483-334 3.69 3.75 3.78 3.74
Campbell 146 3.78 3.84 3.84 3.82
Gardener 3.80 3.90 3.93 3.88
Campbell 109 4.04 4.05 4.09 4.06

Mean (x) 3.79 3.84 3.87 3.84
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. The effect of crimson can best be judged in the F2 where unlinked modifiers
are segregating at random. Crimson lowered the beta-carotene content in both the
normal and the high pigment background.' Note that crimson also enhanced the
lycopene fraction. The hp gene, as noted in the past, enhanced each fraction,
and an additive effect onlycopene was found in the high pigment-crimson
recombinants. .

It should be noted that not all high pigment-crimson recombinants have
greatly enhanced lycopene fractions as compared with other high pigment strains,
nor do all crimson lines have reduced beta-carotene fractions if compared with
certain standard varieties. Pigment analyses of crimson and of high pigment-
crimson F3 and F4 selections at Illinois suggest that genotypic modification of
crimson may be as significant as the environmental modification noted above.. .

Three flesh color mutants 371-2dO.6..,
704-2 ~.(., and 706-27 ~ 0::.were among
those isolated from irradiated
material at Wageningen. Mutant

377-2J,;.~ produces fruit with a mature orange-red flesh color. 104-2~ produces
fruit with pale yellow flesh, lacking any trace of pink. 106-27~~ also has a
yellow flesh, but with a pinkish tinge.

Pigment analyses of the flesh of 704-2.c~ gave values typical of a low
total rr strain. Six samples grown in the field at Purdue averaged only 1.07
micrograms of beta-carotene per gram fresh weight, and only traces of other
pigments or related polyenes were present. Genetic analyses at Wageningen have
confirmed this to be an R ~ r mutation, and these pigment values are in line
with predicted values for an-rr type.

Tomes, M. L., and K. Verkerk
Pigment analyses of three
flesh color mutants.

Mutant 706-27J..4:..~produced somewhat more" pigment. Six field grown samples
averaged 5.90 micrograms of beta-carotene per gram fresh weight, 0.61 micrograms
of gamma-carotene, and 3.91 micrograms of lycopene. The lycopene fraction was

--- - - - -- -- ----- - - --

Table 1. Means and standard deviations of the carotene content of the parents,
Fl, and F2 classes of a cross between high pigment and the variety
'High Crimson'.

JJg/g
No. of

.-

plants beta- gamma- Ratio
Parents analyzed carotene carotene lycopene lyc ./beta

hp hp 5 w 8.580.55 1. o8"!:0.25 105.62t15.08 12.3
'High Crimson' 5 3.311:0.95 0.7g+..0.30 149.40t15.50 45.1

Fl
4.860.41 1.lOio.25 116.88-:13.92 24.0hp hp x 'High Crimson' 5

F2 class
4.94-:1.08 1.01tO.25 "104.2625.01+ + 11 21.1

hp + 10 8.82t1.55 1.46to.28 139. 37t23.82 15.8
+ crimson 11 3.34to.68 0.96to.52 126.93't24.o8 38.0
hp crimson 14 6.851:1.69 1.291:0.36 196.06t28.49 28.6
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variable. Some samples contained only a trace of lycopene, others as much as
6.55 micrograms. Genetic studies at Wageningen have established that this

mutant is not r or t. From the description, at is expected, and these pigment

values are fairlytypical of at at strains. --

The 377 -2d\£..mutant appears visually different from other known pigment
mutants. Three samples from the spring greenhouse at Purdue averaged 3.64
micrograms of beta-carotene per gram fresh weight, 6.93 micrograms of zeta-
carotene, 0.81 micrograms of gamma-carotene, and 7.44 micrograms of lycopene.
(The two colorless polyenes, phytoene and phytofluene, were also present,
averaging 17.32 and 6.92 micrograms, respectively). Eight field grown samples
averaged somewhat higher, particularly in the zeta-carotene fraction. These
values were beta - 4.70 micrograms, zeta - 15.31 micrograms, gamma - 0.95
micrograms, and lycopene - 9.59 micrograms. (Phytoene - 7.98, and phytofluene -
13.63 micrograms). Compared with a normal red tomato, the 1ycopene fraction in
this mutant is greatly reduced. Standard varieties may run from 60 to 85 or 90
micrograms of 1ycopene per gram. The other obvious abnormality is the large
zeta-carotene fraction. Most standard red tomatoes contain only traces of
zeta-carotene. These pigment values suggest that this type is distinct from
r, t, at, B, Del, hp, crimson, or other mown pigment mutants. Inheritance
studieS-of-this mutant have been conducted at Wageningen and confirm this mutant

to be distinctfrom~, ~, and at.

Walkof, C. A noteon a
semi -lethal dwarf tomato..

A dwarf tomato which grew and
developed much like semi-lethal

type dwarf wheat, mentioned by
Morrison (Euphytica 6:213-233,1957), occurred in segregating progeny grown from
the same seed at Morden and Brandon. Approximately one -quarter of the F2 plants
from the cross U of S 101 x [(B4 x Mo 1.2-59) x Mo 10-60] grown in the field at
Morden were dwarf. At Brandon, one dwarf plant among six normal type approach

3:1ratio(~2 = ..922, P = .50 - .20). The cross was used for selectionin
the Cooperative Tomato Breeding Project.

The dwarf tomato was the first of its kind observed in many years of tomato

research by the authors. It was particularly apparent due to the many plants

segregating in the F2 generation. The F2 seeds from which the dwarf developed
were as large in size and as viable as those that produced norIT~ltype plants.
In the early stages, the dwarf seedlings were noticeably retarded and their

subsequent development was very slow in the field at both locations. Most of
them died as they attainedthe floweringstage,althougha few set several
fruits at Brandon,but they did not ripen. A few planted in the greenhouseat
Morden developed slowly despite a favorable environment, and, although they
fruited, ripening occurred two months after the normal type plants from the F2
had begun to produce ripe tomatoes in the field. In its retardeddevelopment
this tomato appeared to fit the description of the slow-growing, dwarf mutant,

9:2,described by Burdick (TGC 9:20-25,1959), which resulted from exposure of an
autodip1oid plant of Lycopersiconpimpinellifoliumto x-ray treatment. However,
the dwarf we grew was from the species L. esculentum. Pre-senescence lethality

typical of our dwarf was not reported for the ~ mutant.

Vegetative parts of the dwarf tomato, such as the main stems and branches

and the foliage, were proportionately smaller than those of normal plants. The
d1varf plants averaged 14 inches in height. The leaves had a droop~ror wilty
appearance, especially after the fruit began to develop. It is not certain

-- -- ~ - - - --
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In most reports, two complementary genes have beenpostulated to explain
semi-lethality according to Morrison (Euphytica 6:213-233,1957), but he cautioned
that there could be danger in assuming that all semi-lethal conditions are
comparable. The variant tomato we studied segregated as a recessive, single gene
dwarf with a semi-lethal characteristic in the field and in the humid, cool'
growing conditions prevalent in Manitoba in the 1964 season. The symbol rtd, for
retardeddwarf, has been assignedto this gene. ---

Whalen, R. H., and K. W. Johnson
Segregation in hybrids of Iqcopersicon
esculentum x L. hirsutum and

~. esculentum-x Solanum pennellii.

Data from crosses of L. esculentum
x L. hirsutum obtained by Sawant
(Ge:netics 43:502-514,1958) led
Wallace (Heredity 14: 275-283, 1960)
to conclude thata type of nonrandom

occurring in which nonhomologouschromosomeshaving centromeres of
origin passed to the samepole at anaphase I. The present study
to investigate this phenomenonmore extensively.

assortment was
like ancestral
was undertaken

Stocks of L. esculentum homozygous for various combinations of recessive
marker genes were crossed with ~. hirsutum and ~. pennellii, and the Fl -hybrids
backcrossed as males to the multiple recessive L. esculentumtesterstocks. The
data were analyzed for single-factor disturbances and linkage-like associations

due to nonrandom assortment. The results were compared with those from intra-
specific control crosses segregating for the same genes.

The genes ~, ~, af, £., ~, hI, .J;L, ps, tf, wi, and yg~ showed either normal
or slightly abnormal single-factor transmission ratios in the interspecific and
intergeneric backcrosses. Although these deviationsoften reached statistical
significancein the larger families, "they were usually no more than 3 to 5 per
cent away from expected and are probably of no practical importance.

-- - - -
----
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Only the three genes rod,nd, and yg6 gave extremely abnormal single-factor
ratios in testcrosses of L:-esCUlentumx L. hirsutum and L. esculentum x S.
pennellii hybrids. Of .these, yg6 represents a spec ial case as it was variable

in transmission and this variability was correlated with germination rate. The
genes md and nd, however, were transmitted with a frequency of 20 to 25 per cent
thro~the pollen in all backcrosses of heterozygotes with L. hirsutum and S.

pennellii. Since germination was nearly normal in these cases, the elimination

must have occurred at an earlier stage, either during meiosis, gamete formation,

pollen tube growth, or soon after fertilization. Intraspecific control crosses
showed normal transmission of md, nd, and yg6, indicating that the low trans-
mission of these genes in the interspecifiC-crosses was due to abnormalities

occurring in the interspecific crosses rather than to the genes themselves.

Previous cytological studies suggest that the chromosomes of these species

differ by cryptic structural differences. If so, crossing-over between such
partially homologous chromosomes should give unbalanced chromatids which are

later lost. The selective elimination of md, nd, and yg6 can thus be explained
by assuLlingthat the chromosomes of the parental species are more structurally
differentiated in the regions of these genes.

Several possible cases of quasi-linkage were found, but only one ,vas
conclusive. A testcross of L. esculentum x L. hirsut-um segregating for rod and

J). gave 584 + + : 35 + rod :.354 .JJ. + : 284 .Ji rod. These data indicate 30:9%
recombination between md and J).,although they are known from intraspecific
crosses to be independently inherited, located on chromosomes 6 and 11,

respectively. Although the transmission of md was reduced, this cannot account

for the quasi-linkage between md and JI, since the two md+ classes were greatly
unequal (584 : 354). It is not clear whether the quasi-linkage was due to

nonrandom assortment or to a selective elimination of the two recombinant types,

since the two causes give mathematically identical results. No cases of quasi-
linkage or reversal of phase were found in crosses having entirely normal
single-factor segregation ratios.

Tomato varieties with the d+ allele

for tallness have 3 practical sub-
divisions of tallness. Marglobe

represents the normal intermediate type. Tuckcross V, 0, M and K show their Fl
heterosis by growing tall faster than do Marglobe and similar varieties. Thus

their stems grow to 7 ft. much sooner than do the stems of Manapal which resembles
Marglobe. If the tomato tops are twined along the overhead wires, they soon make
shade so dense that the lower leaves turn yellow. If the strings are loosened and

the lower 3 to 8 ft. of the vines are laid on the ground, and the strings are
moved along the wires to be over the tops, much labor is required. Tomato stems

grow 14 ft. or longer in "Tinter greenhouses and lowering them every few weeks is

very expensive. Tuckcross 0 is badly damaged by tobacco mosaic.

Young, P. A. Quarter-dwarf
tomatoes for greenhouses.

STEP390 and STEP431 (Southern Tomato Exchange Program) are mosaic-resistant
selections supplied by Dr. J. M. Walter of the Florida Agricultural Experiment
Station. These selections grow tall more slowly than Manapal (like Marglobe) and
much more slowly than Tuckcross O. This slower vertical growth delays and
decreasesthe cost of loweringthe tomatovines. After 3 months, the stems average
3.5 to 5 ft. for STEP431 and STEP390, 6 ft. for Manapal and 7 to 8 ft. for
Tuckcross O. STEP431 is shorter than STEP390. STEP390 has thick stems, large
dark green moderately lobed leaflets, flower trusses close together, and fine
large red fruitswith moderatecrack resistance. STEP390 and STEP431 appear to be
about quarter d"Tarfs probably due to polygenes 'dth quantitative inheritance.




































